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MANITOBA's new School Law is now in opera-
tion, though it has¯not yet been allowed by the
Ottawa Government, but is among the Bills
reserved for consideration. The Education
Department is in charge of a Minister as in
Ontario, but the work of administration is vested
in an Advisory Board of five, two of whom are
nominated by the Government, one elected by
the Provincial School Trustees, one by the
Teachers and one by the University Council.
This is an improvement, we think, on the Ontario
plan. The Advisory Board makes provision for
religious exercises, which are conducted much
on the same plan as in Ontario.

IN reading the reports of the various Teachers'
Associations, we are struck with the number of
apparently excellent papers, class exercises, etc.,
which are presented on different educational
topics. Many of these are of more than local
value and should have more than local circula-
tion. Why should not more of those of the
better class, those on which time and labor have
been expended, be sent for publication in the
JOURNAL? We should sometimes write to the
authors to solicit their MSS. but often we have
no means of learning their correct addresses.
We are always glad to receive papers suitable
for our columns, by our own teachers. Papers
on methods of teaching certain subjects are
specially acceptable.

SHOULD head masters and headmistresses be
teachers? Should those who are responsible
for the teaching and management of large schools
be expected to do any part of the teaching them-
selves or should their hands, or rather heads, be
left free to enable them to keep the whole
instruction and discipline of the institutions

under inspection ? This question is now being
discussed in England. The same question has
force, though not to the. same extent, in Canada,
and has reference to Colleges and Universities
as well as Public and High schools. At first
thought many, who know something of all that
is involved in the management of a large school,
will be ready to say that the responsible Heads
have enough to. do without teaching, and that
their whole time is needed for oversight.

THIS involves, however, the rather startling
corollary that if the heads of schools are not
to teach, personal skill in teaching need no
longer be the prime qualification for headship.
Of course, the Headmaster or Principal must
know what good teaching is, but that, in the
opinion of many, is a different matter, and does
not necessarily involve the other. To us it
appears, and we speak from experience rather
than from observation, that the personal contact
with the pupils in the class-room affords an oppor-
tunity of acquiring that intimate knowledge of

the individual pupils which is indispensable to
the best discipline and which cannot be so well
gained in any other way. This is very import-
ant, and we have known Principals to choose to
teach personally some of the lowest classes in
the school in order to gain this knowledge.
Moreover, we are strongly inclined to think that
too much oversight of subordinate teachers is
worse than too little, and that better results can
be obtained, as a rule, by carefully selecting
good teachers, and then giving them a large
amount of freedom and personal responsibility,
than by constant oversight and interference

MUcH is being said in these days, and said
with reason, in regard to the need of more direct
and effective moral training in the schools.
Most Canadiau teachers, we are glad to believe,
recognize the supreme importance of this part of
their duties, but many of them, we doubt not, are
often at a loss how to set about it, in the absence
of a text-book and a definite time for the work.
Both these obstacles, we incline to think, should
be taken out of the way. One of the chief aims
of the teacher in regard to this matter should be,
obviously, to induce in the pupils the habit of
moral thoughtfulness. They should be trained
to regard the question of right and wrong as the
first and most important question in every case.
To cultivate this habit it is an excellent plan, we
think, to submit from time to time moral pro-
blems for thought and discussion. Some of the
best of these are those furnished almost every
day by school-room incidents. But as the per-
sonal element is likely to enter more or less into
the consideration of such questions, it is well

also to give them suppositional cases, and let
them give their thoughts and arguments in
regard to them, either orally or in writing. Some
very good examples of this kind of problem will
be found in this number, quoted from the
Educational News.

READ Mr. Bolton's racy and stirring appeal to
the teachers of the Province to write and work
together in the interests of their profession.
Whatever difficulties niay attené any concerted
action such as he proposes, whatever obstacles
may lie in the way of effective co-operation,
there can be no doubt that by the highway of
concertedaction, and by that highway only, is to be
reached the desired goal. So long as thousands-
of certificated teachers are sent forth every year,
ready to underbid each other, as well as the
more experienced members of the profession, so
long will teachers' salaries remain at starvation
point. Let a union be formed, let the wisest
teachers from every section of the Province put
their heads together; let them be duly author-
ized to think and act for the whole body, and
the power of such an organization cannot fail to
make itself felt both in local and legislative
circles.

MR. BOLTON's paper suggests two or three
sweeping reforms which are worth being carefully
thought about by every teacher. The substitu-
tion of township or district boards for the pre-
sent petty local boards, has long seemed to us a
desirable change, and one which, in itself, would
go far to beget larger views in regard to the dig-
nity and claims of the teaching proftssion. We
believe, too, that Mr. Bolton enunciates a
sound principle in political economy when he
says in effect that only those schools whose
benefits are within the reach of the whole people
should receive Government support. The
application of this principle might be found a
difficult and delicate matter. We are not sure
what limitations Mr. Bolton would set to his
meaning of the word " Public." We can hardly
suppose he would have it exclude the High
Schools, which are really to a very large extent
within the reach of the whole people. But .that
is a question of detail. The principle is surely
sound that the whole people should'not be taxed
to support institutions whose benefits can be
enjoyed only by the few. Mr. Bolton's paper
shows, at any rate, that there are some hard
problems yet to be solved before the Public
School teachers of Ontario shall have attained
their proper 'place in regard to honor and
emolument, and the educational system of the
Province have been established on an unassail-
able basis.
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MARCHING.
RHODA LEE.

"IT bas caused me considerable thought and
trouble, but I am amply repaid." " Repaid for
what ?" you will ask. Repaid a thousandfold for
the expenditure of time and trouble in getting my
class to march well.

It was only a chance word overheard at a
Teachers' Convention that set me thinking on this
track, but,

What a wondrous thing it is,
To note how many wheels of toil
One thought, one word, can set in motion,"

Some one made a remark in my hearing to the
effect that she would rather do without calisthenics
than marching, and that it was really necessary to
the good order of ber room. It would be super-
fluous to say anything here about the benefits
derived from calisthenics properly used, but, per-
haps, there are some who have not yet had good
marching in their classes, and consequently have
nt discovered the benefits that arise fron it.

The regular definite step, the erect formn and the
manly bearing, and aIl that is requisite to good
marching, must strike below the surface, and reach
the inner-consciousness and character of the child.

I bave seen a slouchy, careless, indefinite boychanged to a bright, definite, manly little fellow by
nothing more than six months drill under a good
school captain.

Tbe mental operations that make fifty or sixty
boys and girls march in perfect time and in step
with heads erect and shoulders well thrown back,will be a trainig in accuracy and promptitude that
must make energetic, definte characters, because
these operations are making definite will-action
habituai

I believe disorder would be impossible in a class
in which the pupils had b, en trained to march well
and t perform such acts as standing, sitting, taking
books, siates, etc., witb uniformity and precision.

It bas been said that the habit of ready and
exact obedience is the corner stone of the temple
of order. Good marching is an inestimable train-
ing in exact and prompt obedience.

Of course it bas numberless other advantages.
What a complete change and rest it is for the little
folks, who have been sitting hard at work for half
an hour, tn stand and march around the room to
the music of a mouth-organ or a comb, or, per-
haps, a number of gond whistlers.

There is no questiooing the fact that one can
march much better with music than without, and
though some instruments are far beyond our reach,we cao have first-rate marching music from a comb
or a moutb-organ.

There are plenty of spirited songs set to such
tunes as "Captain Jinks " or " John Brown," that
are very good to march to.

A novelty I saw last week in a class I was visit-
ing, was a triangle played to accompany a song
called the IAnvil Chorus," which made an excel-
lent marchimg song.

As to the marching in the room, having shown
aIl the proper position and the way in which you
wish them to march, do not " nag" at those who
fail to come up to the mark, but highly commend
those wbo walk like "lgenuine soldiers." IDo flot
stop to correct Tom's careless, lolling gait, but note
and approve of Cbarlie's straight shoulders and
Nellie's steady head.

It is a pretty bad boy who does not covet bis
teacher's approval and especially ber approbation
of bis personal bearing and carriage.

Of course, mn gond marching every one steps with i
the same foot, definitely, yet softly. 'lace a broad
line of distinction between stamping and marching,between the firm and the noisy tread.

Beside the music there are several other incen-t
tives to good marching that I find successful.

Whenever it is possible choose leaders and cap-
tains to bead your cnmpany. t

In the serpentine marching in the class room
march with the children yourself . Fall into the
line wherever you see particularly "good soldiers." j
How it pleases them and how hard they will try to
bave the honor of seeing their teacher step in e
bebind them.

The fiags that 1 hope decorate every school-room b

,Pyirq4fy be,?ýYtme4. in our Province may be taken down, if convenient,
and used for the march, the scholars who try tomarch best being allowed to carry the banners.

Another plan, and one in which my scholars
take great delight, is the " motion march." In this
exercise we go through certain motions while on
the march. While the steady march is going on,
the command "hands up " is given, and every
band is raised high above the head. n Shoulders,"
and the hands rest lightly on the shoulders.

" Fold arms," " akimbo, " "l sides " and " exten-
ded," are other orders given which are obeyed
promptly and in unison. It requires very close
attention on the part of the scholars te do this
well, and the exercise in many ways is very advan-
tageous.

I am ready to echo that remark I overheard in
the crowd-couldn't do without my marching.
Perhaps the echo will be again repeated.

TOWARDS THE LIGHT.
ARNOLD ALCOTT.

"MANY men of many minds."
Perhaps it would be wise not to press forward

the maxim, which probably served better as a copy
for youthful chirographers than as a guide to con-
duct.

We know that education brings oneness of
thought, that unity in ail great things is the result
of an enlightened humanity. That is to say, Godand Truth are unchangeable. It is for the individ-
ual to seek the true and the good.

Deep thought serves as a steady foundation on
which to build sturdiness of character.

A philosopher bas said that things are to the
senses what the senses make out of them. Now,we know that there is no twinkle of star to a blind
man. Neither is there any thrilling of soul bymusic to an intensely deaf one. Understanding
and capability are one.

How a person lives or acts is in accordance with
how he elects or chooses to live or act.

How we influence our pupils accords with how
we choose to influence them.

It is not always granted to us to see the harvest,
but if the good seed be sown and nurtured the
results cannot be otherwise than satisfactory.

Our proposition then formulates itself into this,
viz., that we, as educators, should deal with the
child primarily, not with the knowledge.
. The child is to be a unit or factor in the human

race which we must remember is made up of indi-
viduals. Is it not clear, then, that those who have
such a responsible, noble and beautiful work to do
as the developing of the young mind, should do ail
which their understanding and capability suggest,
in order to help the child-mind to strike deep such
roots and rootlets as will form and strengthen an
uprightness of purpose and an honesty and decided-
ness of character which will produce for the age a
man whose thought and whose works will do much
towards humanizing reason and towards influenc-
ing others for right ?

Remembering that now we are in the midst of
examinations ; we have felt that it would be profit-
able for us to pursue some such train of ideas as
the foregoing.

The application of this general principle leads
us along the track of " gymnastics " to correct the
errors which our pupils make, not only in their
intellectual work, but also in their physical and
mioral actions.

Previously we have outlined a few of the exer-
cises which we take for improving the voice, with
special reference to tone quaity.

Now boys and girls very frequently err in articu-
ation. But, thanks to the phonic system of teach-
ng word-recognition, the articulation bas been
most wonderfully improved.

The mistakes in articulation which are generally
made, and for which we are to obtain specific gym-
nastic exercises, are lisping, stammering, slurring
and omitting and inserting sounds.

Methinks someone says, " Where did you get
he gymnastics ? "

Why, my friend, we make them for ourselves ;
we get them from books on elocution ; also from
ournals of education ; and lastly, and perhaps the
est way of ail, we get our pupils to make their own
xercises.

We always exaggerate the gymnastic exercises,
because we are concentrating our attention in one

particular direction, and we should use ail our force
to impress definitely in order to effect a cure.

Faithful work performed in a scientific manner
is our privilege. The harmony in the development
of the pupil is in the hand which strikes the chords
of bis organism. That is, the teacher helps to erect
the framework of character in her scholars.

To look at the mud is never to see the sky ; toclose the eyes against reason is to be in darkness ;
as, on the contrary, to open mmd widely is to
enlighten and refine proportionally. It seems to
me that Edward Everett Hale's advice to bis young
friends is especially helpful to teachers when desays, IlLook up and flot down," and "lLend aband."

HOW SHALL WE RAISE OUR
SALARIES? *

BY B. F. BOLTON.

"'THERE is a falling star ; look at it, my dear,'
some one will say to bis wife in Jupiter when the
world ends," is the saying of a man who recognized
our su allness, and who told more in a few words
than the volumes of other men. We are small
tbe world is small ; tbe gr;atest men are sinal;those wàho are not great differ from their felIo s
merely in failing to see how small they are. So
let us be small, and ail greatly small. But who
are the great ? Shakespeare says, " Some are born
great ; some achieve greatness ; some have great
ness thrust upon them." Mr. President, tg me
falls the pleasure of saying school teachers are
devoted to greatness-greatness in italics, with a
capital which, if weighed, would balance one of the
hairs of the ox that Milo bore. Oh, we are great in
our generation- great in our coming oblivion 
But, sir, thougb I swell with professional pride,
thougb from the fulness of my heart would flowunending our praises, I may not permit it. 1 must
descend from my pinnacle. I may say nothing of
the greatness of our aims, theholiness of ourmission,
the powerful influence we have on the future of our
country, the assistance we lend to civilization, that
John Boyle O'Reilly calls "intellectual barbarism.t
I must leave this to those who like to see a great
many in this work, and who, to please themselves
mightily in their liking, starve teachers from their
profession that others succeeding may share in the
pedagogic glories of the age. Thus they view our
profession made up of a succession of cadaverous
creatures, who, from the Nebo of poverty, view the
land flowing with milk and honey, that econoical
trustees and unfeeling ratepayers say they may
never enter.

To the consideration of my last clause must Iconfine myself; to that must I restrict you ; andthe restriction and confinement are my sorrnw.
I have found (and I am not alone) that trustees

are ail widows, in that they aIl pretend to the pos-
session of but a mite, which they, as their gener-
osity (?) prompts, hold forth to us in the hard
horny left hand, while the right hand-a good
Scriptural hand-knoweth not what its évasteful fel-low doeth. And they tell us of short hours, forget-
ting the long hours of succeeding agony when ail
does not prosper ; they tell us of little labor, wben
the wearing reaches far into the long night ; they
tell us of our easy life, that is one long unrelieved
care. But 1 am unjust. These men are nnlystewards. They must account for al they expend,and not to one but to a community that takes aIl
praise to itself and throws aIl blame on its board of
trustees, and with alternate nods to teacher and
trustee, intimates generosity and niggardliness.
But I have reached far enough toward the source
of our woes for our purpose, since it is with trustees
we have to deal, and so will pause here.

It appears to me to be a maxim amnng al men
to obtain the greatest possible good at the least
possible expense, and if the practice of this maxim
were not productive of certain evils, in its face it is
wise enough to commend itself to our considera-
tion ; but there is evil in it-loud-crying, shameful
evil-and to no one does the evil come so directly
as to the teacher. What have we done ; under
what curse are we, ovat disability is upon us, that
our labor brings nothing but a hand-to-moutbexistence ? As ditchers we could earn that and not

* Read before the Carleton Teachcrs' Association.
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spend hundreds of dollars to learn how. While
our school-fellows in any other pursuit nay suc-
ceed pecuniarily, we must grub through life, the
very personifications of impecuniosity.

Is this a fair picture ? A boy spends $ioo and
six months of time at a Business College and
secures a diplona, is recommended to a situation,
rises steadily in the scale of clerkship, becomes a
partner, head of a firm, is elected to positions of
trust, dies great and has bis funeral notice shaded
by a line of the blackest ink half an inch in width.

Another boy of. equal abilities attends a High
school, spends two or three or more years and
some hundreds of dollars, secures a Non-Profes-
sional Certificate, spends more time and more
money in training schools, begins teaching, is
knocked about the country at the «nstance of every
whimnsical bumpkin who can grumble, becomes old,
is said to get behind bis times, becomes the butt of
all fun, figures as the most contemptible character
in novels, dies a crank and bis friends have great
difficulty to find pall-bearers to put his carcase out
of sight. Why is this ?

We are fond of calling ourselves a race, and
truly we are a race and the run is stretched all
across the field. Those ahead are in good wind,
they have plenty of time. They stop to look back,
while those behind struggle laboriously and with
ever-failing strength on ; and as tbey struggle they
hear a certain French phrase which, as an Irish-
man, I may translate " Devil take the hindnost."
And among those who hear it most faintly, being
farthést behind, are teachers whom the devil of
Poverty takes. I am not among those who desire
for the sake of money to amass money, but as
money makes horses as well as mares go in this
country, I should like to be able to make golden
jingle sufficient to cause people to think me of sorme
importance outside the walls of a school, and still
remain in the profession.

When this country was pour, when almost every-
thing was in an embryonic state, when a living was
the great end of all labor, high salaries could not
be expected, neither were they needed. Where no
man is rich, poverty and affluence are terms in
abeyance. Money, since there is no lock it will fit,
is the key to nothing. But a country cannot
remain in that state. Riches come. Classes are
formed. Caste puts in an appearance. Men are
divided. Employers rise. Employed remain in
the old groove. Those not sufficiently cunning or
grasping are left behind, while their neighbors
become nabobs. A pioneer is nobody unless he
relates bis anecdotes in broadcloth. But there is a
class between these two extremes -that whichi bas,
in a great measure, contributed to the prosperity
of the one and to all the happiness of the other ;
that which bas helped to make the one great, even
famous, and bas delivered the other from the can-
ker of jealousy and the wasting discontent of ignor-
ance ; that bas had part in the sbaping of all the
timbers of this civil, social, moral and religious
fabric. And what of this class ? From all the seed
we sow no harvest springs that we may garner.
From all the fountains Our hands have set flowing
is no quenching for our thirst.

But, Mr. President, I must complain no further.
I have looked into the lazar-house of our profession,
and must now attempt to prescribe for the allevia-
tion of the suffering I have seen.

In all ages, men of all industries have found that
by combined movement they were enabled to
improve their conditions. When one class bas had
power which it abused over another, it bas been
found that by a union of all the elements of the
class abused, the abusing class was forced to grant
the rights denied, in order that there might remain
to it a vestige of its former power and influence.
Now, while I am neither an Anarchist, a Nihilist
nor a Socialist ; while I am prepared to admit that
almost any state of order is preferable to any lasting
state of confusion, I claim it is one of the common
rights of humanity.for a class to make such pro-
visions for its safety as are dictated by its deserts
and by its necessities, always making use of legiti-
mate means, that the end, when attained, may not
be the occasion of shame to those who profit by it.
And, sir, the very people who will oppose us in the
formation of anything like a union, have themselves
set us the example. Farmers' Institutes, Mechanics'
Institutes, Dairymen's Associations and numberless
other Associations, Institutes and Unions are being
formed on all sides of us, having for their obiect
the enriching and emolument of the classes forming
them. Then why should we not form such a

Union? Have we not the right? Have we not
the need ? But you reply the opinion of the world
is against unions and combines, despite the fact of
their existence. I admit it is, but I claim that our
end is legitimate. I admit it is, but our object is
the oppression of no man. I admit it is, but I must
remember I am a human being and as such it is my
duty to assert my rights. I admit it is, but I ask
was not the opinion of the world against every man
of every age in every movement that had for its
object the improvement of the condition of a class.
I admit it is, but, sir, was not the opinion of the
world against the Son of God, when he dwelt
among men ?

Let us form a Union, offensive if need be, as well
as defensive, to secure to ourselves better salaries,
better social standing and greater public interest.
It may be argued that there are too many prejudices
among ourselves. That our Toryism, our Liberal-
isn, our Romanism, our Protestantism, our Angli-
cism, our Scotticism, our Hibernism, all militate
against it, and I am at a loss to reply in more than
one way. I have strong party prejudices, I am
bigoted as most people when Church differences are
discussed, I look as fondly back toward the Emer-
ald Isle as my grandfather could wish, but in one-
aye, a dozen rushes for the general good of the
profession, I am content to bury all and be a
teacher for teachers, a professional man for a pro-
fession, a teachers' party man to any legitimate
lengths. The teachers of this Province number
8,ooo to 9,oo. They are strong in numbers, and
if one in motive, could wield a great influence.
They are ready to welcome anything that will
improve their present condition with wbich they
are discontented. Are they willing to improve it
thenselves, by heart and hand working in the uni-
son that is certainty of success, instead of at the
end of every year underbidding each other for the
sake of a change or a paltry $25? Are they willing
to come forward in a body and demand what each
one declares to be bis rights ? Are they willing, if
persuasion be not effective, to stand out against
these slow-starving salaries for one or two months,
and at the end of that period return to their duties
with the certainty of fuller pockets and of greater
respect, interest and sympathy in consequence of
those pockets' filling ? However saving scbool
boards may be in appearance, however miserly your
experience bas led you to believe parents, not a
board and not a parent for the sake of an additional
one or even two mills on the dollar, will see the
cbildren of their or bis care without an education.
And if none but qualified teachers are employed
(and the law makes this supposition a fact), if quali-
fied teachers refuse to work for anything less than
the true value of their labor, what will these boards
and these parents do ? Teachers, they will pay
you; they will respect you ; they will look upon you
as men and women like themselves ; they will grant
you the interest you deserve ; they will help to
make your duties the more pleasant ; they will help
to make your profession one of hope and reward.
Let us see what place we hold as a class in the
government of our country. If there are no others
in a township capable, a school teacher is eligible
for the tremendous responsibilities of a township
clerk And there we stop. Lawyers, doctors,
merchants of all kinds, may remain in their profes-
sions and businesses and take part in the govern-
ment of the country. But if a school teacher aspire
he must first disrobe, shrive himself of the sins of
pedagogy, swear never again to become a teacher,
and then present himself to a people who regard
him with suspicion, listen to hin with little respect,
vote for him with a degree of shame, and hail bis
defeat as a providential escape from a sky-gazer's
legislative speculations.

What ! you ask, would I have school teachers
become law makers. Yes, I would have the class
we here represent represented in Parliament as
well as every other class. Laugh ye farmers, mer-
chants, lawyers and doctors who monopolize law-
making. Laugh ye members of Parliament who
have made of legislation beirlooms ! The man who
associates with your children is to seat himself
beside you-a man with designs upon your pocket
-the man you have talked about as being engaged
in man's noblest work-the man you have eulogised
with polysyllabic words, and starved with a few
grudged dollars-the man good enough to teach
your children all they may ever know (perhaps sup-
ply the inadvertencies of nature), and who is yet
not good enough to stand beside you in the associa-
tion of honor and preferment afforded by the coun-

try. But you say we are represented, even in the
Cabinet of Ontario. I deny it. The Minister of
Education is no longer a teacher. He is nolonger
interested in us more than as the machines that do
the work of which he is chief supervisor. He may
do all he can for us, but he must do more for the
Liberal party. He may represent us to a great
extent, but he must represent the people of Middle-
sex to a greater. He .may improve our condition
within certain limits, but he must be exceedingly
careful not to do so at the expense of those who
elect him. In view of this we cannot claim him as
our representative, and since we cannot claim from
him exclusive representation we cannot claim exclu-
sive care.

But, sir, this is scarcely pertinent. Let me go
back. We want higher salaries. We want to stop
the constant exodus from our ranks. We want to
stop the abuse of our profession as a stepping-stone
to others more lucrative. We want a social rise
that will be the direct consequence of our increased
prosperity and increased constancy to our profes-
sion. We want a higher standard of teaching,
which will surely come, if teachers are not all
novices who are every day becoming more dis-
gusted with their novitiate. What have we to do
before these ends may be accomplished? Sir, we
have to help ourselves. We have to move as one
man. We have to force the people to hear us.
We have to form a Union that will show them how
nuch we are in earnest in this matter. But you

ask how are we to avoid oppressive taxation of the
people? I answer, Public schools alone should
receive Government support. Allhigher education
is a luxury, and should be paid for by those enjoy-
ing it. As it now is the poorest ratepayer helps
support an institution the benefits of which he may
never hope to feel. And surely it will be admitted
that when a man must expend money be should
derive some profit from that expenditure.

There should be a re-distribution of Sections.
As nearly as possible sections should be of the same
size and value.

Or, if this latter be found impracticable, township
or district boards should be established. These
boards, having an eye to the interests of a number
of schools, having greater responsibility, having
wider fields of labor will, in their efforts for a more
common good, come further toward us than a board
confined to its own personal interests, and to its
own petty expenditure of a few hundred dollars.
In this way the richer Fections could help the
poorer, the standard of education migbt be made
more uniform throughout the Province, and since
our earnings would be drawn not from a few
pockets but from a common treasury, believe me,
sir, they would be greater and would be given us less
grudgingly. These are our goals, and only by a
union upon a firm and just basis can we force our
way through opposition to them. Not by County
Unions, not by District Unions, but by a Provincial
Union made up of every teacher in the Province.
Can we not form it? Have we not intelligence to
keep it going when formed? Are we fit for nothing
but mute acceptance of the pittance doled out to us
every quarter ?

I am not alone among the grumblers of our pro-
fession. I am not alone in thinking a Union the
neucleus of which I hope to see formed here would
be the surest and readiest means of improving our
condition. h am not alone in daring the opposition
of ratepayers. Will you give the movement your
support ? Will you unite? Will you accept what
you have long desired ? Will you stretch forth
your bands to grasp the filling of hands that awaits
you ? Be true to yourselves ; life lasts not forever.
Every year passed is a year wated as you now
live. Every effort you make is a step toward con-
tent in your labor that is earth's truest crown.
Every brave stand you make is an assurance of
future prosperity, future honor, future happiness,
future fulness of life.

FALSEHOOD may have its hour, but it bas no
future.-Pressensé.

ONE can not be justly expected to remember
what he bas never learned, and yet teachers some-
times hold students responsible for what they were
never taught to learn. If the words of the book
satisfy the teacher, the learner naturally infers that
it is these alone which he is to acquire. Accord-
ingly, he learns and forgets them in the same week,
and what he should have acquired he bas never
learned.-Hil's Elements of PsycholoAy.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
PLASE explain :-Prisoner of Chillon. (2n(

Class Literature.)
(a) Third stanza, line 14,- " Or song heroicall

bold." (Dues it mean song of bold heroes, or
song which showed that the singer was a hero ?)

(b) Fourth stanza, lines 1 1 to 17, inclusive.
(c) Eighth stanza, " Strive with a swoln convul

sive motion."
(d) " My dread would not be thus admonished.'
(e) Ninth stanza, " But vacancy absorbinj

space
(f) Childe Harold,-Canto II., stanza LXXVII.
(g) Childe Haro/l, Canto III., stanza XLV.
(h) Addison's Essay No. 458, sixth paragraph.

What does "Jargon of enthusiasm " mean ?
(i) Why did Addison sign his essays C.L.I.O. ?
(j) Why is Byron called "the rebel of his age"
(k) How are words of Saxon origin distinguisbhed

from classical words ?-X.Y.Z.
[(a) The first, no doubt. The songs, like the

legends, were for mutual entertainment. (b) The
parenthetic lines (12 and 13) contain a distinct
thought, a touching allusion to the days when, inyouthful freedom and happiness, he drank in the
beauty of the day in its fulness. The other lines
are an expansion of "day" in the i1th line, not
only beautiful as day, but beautiful as the long,
sparkling day of the polar regions, where the
unsetting sun shnes on for weeks and months.
(c) The picture is probably that of one drowning in
the stormy ocean, perhaps in a shipwreck. The
swoln, convulsive motion would either be that of
the last struggles of the man in the waves before
sinkng, or his expiring convulsions as he is tossed
on the beach by the breakers. (d) His dread
forced him to cry out, though he knew that the cry
was useless, the case hopeless. (e) The phrase is
obscure. Probably he means that to hii even
space seemed to be swallowed up in the all-absorb-
ing vacancy, or emptiness. Nothing, not even
place, was left, to suggest the idea of space. (f)
The difficulties must be in the local and histori-
cal allusions. We have not space in this number
for full notes on these. Please specify. (g) This
is a splendid description of the friendless and
wretched condition of those great conquerors who
have subdued nations. Jeffrey thinks it is not truc
to facts. (i) It is not certainly known. Some have
supposed that they were adopted because they
forn the name of the Muse Clio. But this would
scarcely have been in keeping with Addison's
modesty. A more probable conjecture is that they
are the initials of the places in which he happened
to write, Chelsea, London, Islington and (bis)
office. (j) We do not know. By whom was he so
called ? It must have been, we suppose, because
he was at war with the institutions of the time, and
embodied in himself the very spirit of revolution.
(k) There is no infallible rule. One acquainted
with the classics can usually distmnguish words of
classical origin by their forms, if they have such
prefixes ; also by their greater length.

WOULD you kindly explain the following:
(a) In Fourth Reader, p. 291, " We ought to

umte together as one people in " all time to come."
Does Howe mean Annexation, or does he mean

Free Trade for all time to coue ?
(b) Fourth Reader, p. 145. " Spite of fears."

The Companion explains it to mean fear as to the
future. What fears had the poet had ?

(c) IO'er mnoor and fen, o'er crag and torrent,
tilI the night is gone." Newman took part in the
Oxford Movement. Would the " moor," " fen,"crag" and "torrent " symbolize any doubts in
bis mmd concerning his religions views ? Would

nigt " mean uncertainty ?
(d) Was this piece written while studying the

Roman Catholic doctrines, prior to entering that
Church ?-PERPLEXED-

[(a) He means, no doubt, in free trade and
friendly intercourse. What follows implies this.
There were to be two flags draped together, not a
single flag. (b) Fears arising from a conscious-
ness that be was not in the right path, or that he
was not wise enough to choose his own path. (c)
We think not. Such doubts would be inconsist-
ent with the confidence expressed in the last two

unes of the first stanza. The words quoted arsimply a carrying ont of the inetaphor. He corceives of his, life here under the figure of a trave.
ler far from home, going forward in a dark nigh
through a difficult country, and so in need of
wise guide to direct his footsteps. (d We do nc
think so. Stanza two seems to imply that it wa
written after he had joined the Catholic Church.

FIFTH Reader, P. 2 " The Forsaken Gar
den." I cannot inake ont what the author i
driving at in this poem. It nay help eau if yoi
will please answer these questions in the nex
JOURNAL:

(1) What is meant by the garden ?
(2) Does the poet mean there was really

beautiful, we-situated, well-kept garden, an
tbat it was forsaken by man ?-V.J.F.

[The poei is highly imaginative, though it i
quite likely that it may have been suggested bysome actual deserted garden which had
fallen under the poet's observation. We are noi
aware that any information has been given to the
public as to the origin of the poem. If anyreader knows of any incident upon which it is
based, wilI he kindly inform us ? Such an his-
torical incident would add interest to the poem,
though it matters little to its mneaning and poctic
beaLity whether the description in the first stan-
zas is partially based on fact or wholly imagin-
ary.]

(a) As written, each verse of "The Ocean,"
(Byron's) p. 247, Fourth Reader, forms a con-
plete sentence. Would such a change as this be
admissible in the reading of last clause of third
verse ? " There let him lay the armaments, etc "
sentence ending with " capitals."

The poet bas been speaking of man's utter
weakness when pitted against the ocean, and, asit were, advises him to confine his works to the
land, where he can make nations tremble, etc.Following with reason, he says: " The oak levia-
thans are but toys to ocean, witness the destruc-
tion of Armada and loss of the prizes after Trafal-
gar." This would correct the improper use of
lay.

(b) Verse 5. Please explain
" Thy waters wasted them while they were

free, and many a tyrant since." Tyrants havewasted thein, but in what sense "the waters"
while they were free ?

(c) Tennyson's " Ring Ont, Wild Bells," p. 121.
4th verse. What does he refer to by:

" Slowly dying cause. '
"Ancient forns of Party strife."

(d) Sixth verse. The civic slander and the
spite.

(e) Marnion and Douglas, p. 257. To whom
are the words addressed :

" Nay, never look upon your lord
And lay your hands upon your sword."

M.
[(a) We do not think such a construction would

be admissible. It would be a departure from
the general plan which makes each stanza com-
plete in itself ; it would give lay a forced and inap.
propriate meaning; and it would deprive the des-
cription of "the arniaments which thunder-strike,
etc.," of its chief force as applied to war-ships.
It seems to us much simpler to admit that Byron
either slipped in his use of the word lay, or sacri-
ficed grammar to rhyme. Very likely the wrong
use of the word was as common in his day as it is
now. (b) The reference is, no doubt, to the con-
stant changes wrought in the configuration of the
shores by the attrition of the waves and ocean
currents. (c) Sec English Department in JOUR-
NAL of May ist. (d) We do not suppose there is
any specific reference. The poet deplores the
prevalence of slander and spite in social life, andlongs for a better state of things. " Civic " is
probably used in the sense of " among fellow-citi-
zens," with special reference to the jealousy andill-will between the aristocrats, who generally
held all public offices, and the members of the
middle and lower classes. (e) To the attendants
of Douglas, who were only waiting their lord's
nod to take vengeance on Marmion.]

I. WHEN and where did Victor Hugo die ?
2. Is Florence Nightingale yet living? If so,

where ? If not, when did ber death occur ?

e sta ihid a er,th Jesson LXXXIX., third
staW a .'' bat e meaning of " Charles's

1-Wain"-?
t 4. Third Reader, Lesson XCI., sixth stanza.
a XVat is the imeaning of "I did not hear the
's death-watch beat " ?-J. S.

] [. He died May 22, 1885, in Paris, we think.
2. She is stili living, in England. We are not
sure whether she still retains the oversight of the

s Training School for Nurses. 3. It is a popularu name in England for the constellation of Ursa
t Major (the Greater Bear.) 4. The death-watch

is an insect of the beetle order, which makes a
ticking noise by striking the fore part of its heada against wood or other bard material. This noise,resenbling the ticking of a watch, is by sime
people superstitiously supposed to be a presage
of death.]

'W çeYepoŽýnce.

A VISIT TO HAMILTON SCHOOLS.
ARRIVING at nine a.m., we proceeded at once to

the Queen Victoria school-a handsome brick
building, containing twelve class rooins, built inJubilee year, at a cost of $45,ooo-and spent twohours observing in the Model school class roomi.
The Hamilton students, after passing the profes-
sional examination at the end of the regular Model
school term, continue in training for six months
longer. A number of classes are taught entirely
by these teachers in training, who teach half ofeach day and spend the other half in training oneducational methods, in the Model school class
room. There were thirteen of these teachers pres-
ent, and we saw several lessons taught by them, allof which reflected great credit on the Principal, S.B. Sinclair, who is so heartily in sympathy witb
the work that one cannot come in contact with
im without catching some of his enthusiasm. His

is indeed a work which must tell on the teaching
profession. A lesson in primary geography, on the
Bay and City of Hamilton, was well taught bymeans of a moulding-board, on which a map ofboth was made in glass-blowers' sand. A lesson
in Reading was taught by the Principal, the pupils
using the " Munro Additional Readers." The
pupils who have gone through Part I. before theend of the term, and who are prepared to go oninstead of being promoted, are given these Readers,which they use until the end of the term. These
pupils are found stronger and better prepared forPart Il. when promoted. The Principal also
taught a lesson in Phonics, from which we gaineda number of new ideas. In the room is a finelibrary, containing a large number of books onteaching and educational work. All are modern,and almost all are on Primary work.

The remainder of the day was spent in thePrimary and Kindergarten class-rooms of the
Queen Victoria and Ryerson schools. Of the lat-ter there are thirteen in Hamilton, and althoughattendance is not compulsory, the rooms are well
filled, and most of the children receive a year ormore Kindergarten training before entering thePrimary Grade. The Primary teachers speak inthe highest terms of the children received from the
Kindergarten. They consider them in every waystronger and better fitted to grapple with the
Primary work. On this account the grade limitshave been considerably increased beyond theamount which can be satisfactorily accomplished
by pupils who have not received such training.The Primary Grade work is very objective. Theclass is divided into sections of ten or twelve chil-
dren, and gupils are promnoted from one section toanother when ready.

In Reading the pupils begin with script, and donot read prnt at all during the first half year.
They begin with the word and sentence method,but later on much attention is paid to Phonics.
The teachers have the pupils use the " Sinclair
Script," which consists of card-board blocks, onwhich are written all the words in Part I. When
taught a new word the pupils are given the blockwith that word on it to copy. These blocks afford
an endless variety of employment, and are greataids in both reading and writing.

in number work tbe pupils discover everything
fromi objects ; colored splints were the principal
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objects used. Each number is gone over thor-
oughly before proceeding to the n'ext, and as in
Reading the teacher knows in the case of each
pupil where the line is which divides the known
from the unknown.
. A great many different devices are used for keep-
ng the children profitably employed at their seats,

while the teacher is teaching the small class at the
front of the room. One method, which we particu-
larly noticed as being very ingenious and profitable,
was the drawing of picture stories of numbers by
the pupils. The adoption of all necessary busy
work is rendered imore easy, owing to the fact that
the 1oard suppifel all books, etc., to the pupils,
Who, in the Primary Grades are charged a fee of
ten cents each, per month, an amount which fully
covers the cost. Such supplies as are best suited
to the advancement of the class can then be
ordered, and uniformity of work secured at a trifling
cost.

One feature of interest was the size of the classes.
Where the number of pupils in a class exceeds
fifty, two teachers are put in the room. The Prin-
cipal of the Model school holds that, with properly
trained teachers, corporal punishment is never
necessary, if the teacher is not asked to teach more
than forty pupils. In proof of this he pointed to a
Primary Grade room, with an average of oversixty
children, where there are two teachers, in which
there bas been no corporal punishment since
Christmas, and nothing which approached at all
nearly to the necessity for it. The order in this
room was good, and each pupil was interested and
busy with bis own work.

At four p.m. a meeting of all the Primary Grade
teachers was held, which was very profitable, as
here each teacher felt free to speak of any difficul-
tics in ber work, knowing that the others would
sympathize and offer any needed suggestions,which
cannot be done in a meeting of mixed grades.

After leaving this meeting we took our train for
home, feeling that we had spent a very profitable
and enjoyable day, and returned to our daily work
with fresh ardor.

PRIMARY TEACHER.
ST. CATHARINES, May 2Ist.

(Continuied on page 7o.)

INFLECTION AND PITCH-THEIR
PRINCIPLES AND THEIR

DERIVATIVE RULES.

MR. SHELDON, of Oswego, in bis very excellent
Manual of Instruction in Reading," states with

truth that, " It is as important to give the right
inflection as to gi e the right pronunciation." Mr.
Sheldon probably includes in the term "pronuncia-
tion," articulation ; for while the wrong accent in a
word to which prononciation refers is of rare occur-
rence, neglected articulation is universal ; and that
is the offence in inflection, the universal violations
of its laws being as common amongst the educated
as the uneducated classes. Its importance is sus-
tained by the fact that expression is impossible
without just inflection, and its neglect, its utter
absence is due to the fact that it is neither taught
nor practically understood by the teachers of the
country. As was stated in the previous article on
the subject they fail because they have never been
taught themselves.

But every art can be taught; and every-art must
necessarily bave its rules based upon natural prin-
ciples. The art of music in its rudest and simplest
forms for indicating changes of pitch and time bas
its notation ; but the notation bas its limitations,
and while the culture of the ear in musie ms as
necessary as that of the voice, it is equally as
necessary in the art of reading. The notations

used in reading, however, fail to indicate the aria-
tions of pitch and time and force in their varied
combinations, for the varied expressions of taought
and emotion. " The task of the reader, tberefore,
must always be in one respect at least, far more
difficut than that of the singer. For the latter
every inflection the time and tsi tune of every
syllable-is fixed by the composer ; the former must
invent as well as execute the music by which he
seeks to convey to others the meaning." Dr.

*" Characteristics of women," by Mrs. Jauieson.

Hullah, from whose work on the cultivation of the
speaking voice this quotation is made, makes a
just distinction and explanation of the difference
between singing and reading, with this necessary
correction that the reader does not " invent " bis
vocal forms of expressions. He is as much under
the government of rules as the singer. But the
singer is guided by the musical notation as laid
down by the composer, while he is permitted to
" invent " such ornamentation as may improve the
effect without changing the design of the comoposi-
tion. The reader must exercise bis judgment on a
passage, but he is imperatively bound by certain
laws of expression indicated by the literal struc-
ture of a passage to observe the rules of expres-
sion. The rules are a guide to the reader as the
musical notation is to the singer. It is in vain to
tell the learner he must read as he speaks. Gener-
ally the reader is not reading bis own thoughts
when he reads from a book ; and the victim of bad
habits, even when be is reading bis own thoughts,
falls into the vile mannerisms of universal habit,
practised in the school, the home and the church.
But the rules for inflections and other modulations
are not arbitrary rules. They are in the order of
nature. However simple the lesson may be the
learner bas two difficulties to contend with-
symbols of words, and imaginary objects and
events. He is not speaking bis own thoughts ;
and while be never fails to give natural tones and
infdections to bis own expressions, it is often a task
as difficult as that of learning a foreign language,
to give to the printed symbols the tones o' natural
speech. The speech of the child, however, is in
its rudimentary character similar to that of the.
educated adult ; it consists of assertions, affirma-
tive and negative ; of interrogations, of appeals
and exclamations, etc. Thus the various modes of
expression of thought can be classified, and
although assertions may be varied in countless
ways, there is one mode of directing the voice to
make an affirmative and another to make a nega-
tive assertion, one mode of asking questions of one
literal form and another mode for another literal
form. Hence rules are formed based upon these
natural utterances, and., although the rule may have
exceptions, the reader who is tnaster of the rule
never fails to apply it correctly when the conditions
are fulfilled, and rarely fails to mark its exceptions
with varied intonations sanctioned by variations of
thought, but in obedience to fixed rules universally
observed in speech.

Thus, for example, there is a rule that " ques-
tions which may be answered by yes or no, the
questioner not knowing which of the answers may
be given, should be pervaded by and with the
rising inflection." When Macbeth secs the phan-
tom dagger " marshalling him the way that he
should go," be asks the question-" Is this a
dagger that I sec before me, the hande towards my
hand ?- there is, according to rule, but one way
to ask the question, and that way is indicated by
the marked words in the quotation. The question
is so clear in its character that a very illiterate
reader would probably give the right intonatioln.
But the rule and all other rules used for the guid-
ance of the student of elocution are none the less
rules and none the less necessary, especially for all
wbose power of expression bas been perverted or
never cultivated.

This observance of a just intonation was illustra-
ted with great effect by the celebrated Mrs.
Siddons in ber impersonation of Lady Macbeth,and
is given here as another example of the "rule,"
that when a sentence expresses a final and coin-
pleted thought it must be pervaded by and end
with a falling inflection, a rule which is universally
violated in reading poetry and the Bible, and
especially by university graduates who have caught
the " college tone," or sing song, and with whom
that tone becomes often an incurable habit. When
Lady Macbeth bas borne down all objections which
her husband bas raised against the murder*of
Duncan, he puts before ber the final difficulty-" if
we should fàil" and the answer she gives is, 'We
fail." That answer has sometimes been punctuated
with a note of interrogation, and the reader or
actress bas infdected it with a rising inflection.
Mrs. Siddons adopted successively three different
intonations. The first was a question in response
to the suggested doubt, " We fáil?" as if failure
were impossible. The second was a question with
emphasis on " we," and a rising inflection on both
words, " We fiil ?" as, if il were impossible for us to
fail. Finally she calnly uttered the words not as

a question but a conclusive answer, in a deep, reso-
lute tone, expressive of determination to accept
the worst consequences ; as " Come what may we
fail and are prepared for the worst," which as Mrs.
Jamieson says " was consistent with the dark fatal-
ism of ber character," interpreted in the sleep walk-
ing scene. " What's donc cannot be undone."
The effcct as Mrs. Jamiespn adds, " was sublime,
almost awful."*
The object of this criticism is in no respect to dis-
parage the importance, the absolute necessity of a
full understanding of the passage to be read. That
importance is never overlooked by the old school
of elocution. It is the first and last law of good
reading that the reader shall be at one with the
thought and emotion to be read ; but all evidence
shows that certain forms of expression demand cer-
tain modulations of voice and that these forns are
universal and can be reduced to '' rules " and that
the rules, in view of bad teaching or no teaching,
are not only simply useful but indispensably neces-
sary to give a just expression to all we read. The
expression is a physical and a mental effort, one as
necessary as the other, and as was shown irr the
previous article, the practice for the physical must
be constant and applied to all the literary forms in
the lessons, and illustrated by every variety of
inflection in conversation. In the next article a
summaryof rules with abundant illustrations from
the Readers and other sources will be given.

The PITcH of the speaking voice is naturally
associated with the inflections. The pitch is also
governed and aided by rules deduced fron general
or natural usage, and in harmony with the character
of the thought or emotion.

The following exercises will aid in the develop-
ment of car and voice for variety of Pitch : Prac-
tice with the musical scale. This practice does not
require more than one octave, but should not be
sung. The numbers one, two, etc., to seven or
eight, sbould form an exercise from the lower do to
theupper,or within that compass. The next practice
may be with vowels, varying their sounds, as iä, a,
ê, i, ô, etc. The third practice may be with any
two stanzas of four lines. Thus: Take the poem
" Do your Best," First Reader, Part IL. (i) Sound
the lower do, then read the first line as nearly as
possible in that pitch. (2) Sound re, then read
the second line similarly, but in that pitch ; and
so proceed through the gamut, but carefully
avoid any approach to singing or chanting. The
exercise will be still more natural by reading a brief
prose line similarly. The practice may of course
be applied occasionally to any of the advanced
readers. The universal character of general read-
ing is its dreary monotone ; and this practice is
excellent for the end in view, the prevention of
monotonous tones and the cultivation of varied
pitch, according to the character of the composi-
tion. The charm of the cultured reader lies largely
in the varied changes of pitch-always, of course,
in harmony with the thought, a charm rarely dis-
played by the best educated readers who have left
elocution out of the curriculum of their studies.

A CHILD is a born questioner, and he who deals
with a child ought to be a trained questioner.
When teachers are examined as to their qualifica-
tions to teach, among the test questions should be
this : " Can you question ? ' He is not equipped
for the work who can only Pourin. He who sits
among boys and girls must be practically skilled in
drawing out. The recipiency of a child is not bis
most hopeful faculty. The enquiring disposition,
the mental restlessness,give us our best opportunity,
and the true result of a class lesson is not what the
scholars remember, but what they have thought. So
we say, let the scholars question you; make them
question by questioning them and awakening men-
tal activity.- The London Sunday-School Chronice.

THE highest product of all this world's energy and
wisdom is a noble Christian manhood or woman-
bood. Nothing else is comparable to this We
grow into likeness with our prevailing thought, our
inner love. Hence, it is of infinite importance that
we should be on familiar terms with bigh thougbt,
and good men and wonen in life and in books.
The world is growing steadily better, mainly, we
believe, because the ideal strength and loveliness,
in life and character, of the Man of Galilee are pon-
dered more and more by the individual man. Put
into the mind and heart of old and young, worthy
and beautiful ideals.-Pennsylvania SchoolJournal.
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Se ?ee1=ieern M}¾koeSs.
TEACHING VOWEL SOUNDS.

BY L. K. ROBERTS.

BEFORE giving these exercises, the pupil should
know which letters are vbwels and which are con-
sonants. The teacher writes the word Play' upon
the black-board, and the children prono~unce it.
The teacher then asks,

" What vowel is in this word ?"
Ans.-" The vowel a."
"You may make the sound that a bas in this

word." Pupils give it.
" This is the long sound of a, Who can think

of some other word that bas the long sound of a in
it ?l

Different pupils suggest may, gray, making, late,
or others, and the teacher writes them on the
black-board.

" When a bas the long sound, we put a short
horizontal line over it in this way (marking the
words already w.itten). This little line is a
nacron "

The teacher now writes the word macron on the
board, ar)d bas the pupils spell and pronounce it.

" What vowels does the word macron contain ?"
Ans.-" It contains a and o."
" What sound bas the a ?"
Ans.-" It bas the long sound."
" How shall I mark it ?"
Ans.--" You should mark it with a macron."
" Who can think of other words in which long a

occurs ?"
The children suggest others, and tell frequently

how they should be marked. Then put upon the
board a miscellaneous list of words, not all of
which contain ä,-such as mail, apple, Katy, table,
wall, chamber, parlor, etc. Let the pupils come
and mark any a's that they think have the long
sound. Such a list is a real test of the correctness
of their ideas of the sound. If busy work is
desired, let thein copy something from their read-
ers, marking with the macron every a that bas the
long sound.

Teach similarly the long sounds of the other
vowels, then the short sounds,and lastly theremain-
ng usual sounds of each The long sounds are
easiest to learn, and the others need to be taught
more slowly, and much drill is necessary, though a
considerable amount cau be given as busy work, of
which several varieties may be derived from these
exercises. Let those in the first row write all the
words they cau think of containing à ; those in the
second row, a list containing ô ; the third, ë, and so
on. I have used a similar plan for oral drill with
helpful effect. Sometimes let each pupil write five
or more words illustrating each of the sounds they
have learned to distinguish and mark. The pupil
may think out the words for himself or may select
them from a given piece in the Reader. When
they have had considerable drill, they may copy a
paragraph marking all the vowels they can.
Teach them to notice silent letters and mark them
by putting a line through them, thus : pale.

With this work, teach them how to distinguish
the number of syllables in words, and which are
the accented ones. You would proceed somewhat
in this way.

" Listen, and tell me how many parts there are
in this word as I say it,-ta-ble."

Ans--" There are two."
" How many in the word clock ?"
Ans.-" One."
" How many in the word pillow ? Stone ?

Book-mark ? Glass? Picture?
These parts of the word are called syllables.
How many syllables in the word Mary? School ?

Building? Careful ? "
If the children hesitate, pronounce slowly a word

of two syllables, then a monosyllable, and they will
detect the difference. When they discriminate
readily between words of one and two syllables,
give them longer words.

For busy work, let the pupils find and make lists
of words of one or two syllables, keeping the
monosyllables in one column, and the dissyllables
in another ; let them mark all the vowels they
cau.

Then selecting some word, such as crayon, ask
them which syllable is the louder or more prom-
inent. If they suggest the wrong one pronounce it
accenting the syllable suggested. Ask them if it

sounds right that way. Write the word upon the
board and mark the accented syllable in the
ordinary way. Proceed in the same way with
other words. Let the children take the Readers
and decide on the accent of each word in a given
paragraph. In language busy-work, have them
mark the accented syllables of the words they
write.

Pupils in intermediate grades ought to be taught
how to use the dictionary. If the school furnishes
you with an unabridged, you are to be congratu-
lated ; but if you are denied that, a small one is
still very useful. When new words occur, have as
many as time will permit looked up by pupils.
Encourage them to look up words at home. When
they look for words in the dictionary, question
them so faras is practicable on the sounds of the
vowels, number of syllables, and the accented
syllable in the word under discussion. When
teaching newwords, do not tell them the pronun-
ciation if you can indicate it by the marks they have
learned to understand. Aim to make them able to
obtain from the dictionary, correct notions of the
sound as well as the meaning of new words, and
less dependent upon others.-Popu/ar Educator.

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN MORALS.
BY C. M. DRAKE.

PROBLEM I. You find some noney in the
road.

What should you do? If you find the owner
what about taking a reward for returning it ?
You would call the money yours if you did not find
the owner-in how many days ? Suppose it were
a pocket knife you found ? A string ? A stray dog
vho follows you home ? A stray horse which gets

into your pasture ? A nugget of gold which mfåt
have been there for ages ? An orange dropped
from a passing waggon ?

Problem IL. Harry finds a boat in the bay, but
cannot find the owner. He bas the boat painted
and flxed up. Then the owner appears and claims
the boat. How should they settle it ? Argue
each side

Problem III. On a hot day, John goes into Mr.
Allen's field without permission, takes and eats a
water-melon. Willie waits until dark and does the
same. Compare their conduct. What should Mr.
Allen do when he learns the facts ? What would
you do if they were your melons, to punish the
boys ? Suppose Mr. A. should try to protect
his melons by putting poison in some of them?
Suppose be should stop the boys on their way to
school and kindly present them with two other
melons? Suppose the boys sold the melons they
stole to a traveler for a dime, how would that affect
their conduct ? Suppose the traveler knew they
were stolen melons when he bought them ? Invent
additions to the story so as to make John's conduct
partly excusable.

Problem IV. You borrow a ball and refuse to
return it. Compare that with stealing a ball.

Problem V. Henry wants John's ball fron
John's desk. John is not at school but Henry
takes the ball from John's desk and returns it, (1)
injured, (2) unhurt. Discuss Henry's conduct.
What is his duty to John ? John's duty to Henry ?

Problem VI. The Bank of Ventura pays you
$1o too much. You discover the error after you
leave the Bank. (Banks would not then rectify
mistakes against them.) What should you do
about it ? What would you gain or lose by so
doing?

Problem VII. You are driving a blind horse.
Mr A. meets you and not knowing the horse to be
blind, offers you more than it is worth. What
should you do ? Show how a just trade helps both
parties.

Problein VIII. A tramp stops at the school-
house and asks you for dinner. You have none
but you give him some of John's dinner. Describe
your wrong doing. Why are there so many tramps ?
What do you think of the practice offeeding tramps
for nothing ?

Problem IX. Mary dresses extravagantly and
beyond ber means. Sarah is able to dress well but
wears faded shabby clothes. Compare their con-
duct. Whose business is it in either case ? How
do clothes influence the conduct of the wearer?
What influence have they over your conduct toward
the wearer ?

Problem X. James and Charles both work for
Mr. Bell. Jaîiies idles away half his time but does
bis work wcll. Charles slights his work but works
all the time he agrees to. Compare their conduct.
Point out the probable consequences to each. If
you are idle or sliglht your school tasks, whom do
you cheat? What will be the future conse-
quences ?

Problem XI. Willie borrows Peter's knife and
breaks it. What should Willie do ? What do you
think about borrowing things ? About a boy who
does not lend his things ? What is it fair for
borrowvers to do ? Compare getting trusted for
tools at a store with borrowing tools. Compare
borrowing money and borrowing tools. Name
some evil results of borrowing.

Problem XII. Ralph accidentally breaks a win-
dow pane wbich costs twenty-five cents at the store.
What should he do? Suppose he has no money.
If the window pane belonged to his father ?-Educ.
Ne -ws.

Çofpeon nce. @

HOW TO USE THAT TEXT-BOOK IN
HISTORY.

To the Eitor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-I agree with the opinion expressed by a
teacher in the JOURNAL of May ist in reference to
the text-book in History. I have no intention of
upholding that book, but I wish to offer a sugges-
tion to teachers which may be of practical value to
them under the circumstances which compel sub-
mission to the seemingly inevitable. I.n order to
teach the History of England and Canada (in the
absence of a suitable and sufficient authorized text-
book), the teacher is constrained either to explain,
or rather revise orally and directly before the class,
the text of the authorized monstrosity, or else to
use another. As the former method is very tedious
and unsatisfactory, I prefer and employ the latter.
I do not mean to say that I incur the penalty of
the law by using or permitting to be used unauth-
orized text-books in the sense of the law, but I
compile and authorize myself the text-book for my
pupils. In other words, I give notes on the sub-
ject, following the guidance and authority of the
Public School History. The pupils have suitable
exercise books, used exclusively for the purpose,
and are taught to prepare their lessons as assigned
from this written text-book, also using the Public
School History for reference only, as they proceed
through the course. The faults of the authorized
book consist chiefly in its incomprehensibility to
young pupils, and this defect is overcome by the
expedient I have described. Of course the 'notes
have to be very carefully prepared to insure brevity
and perspicuity at the same time. There is, I
consider, another benefit derived from this work,
wbich, were it not for the expenditure of time,
would justify it, even though the authorized History
were satisfactory. I refer to the culture afforded
to the teacher in composing the notes in such a
way as to gain satisfactory results.

I think the teachers of Ontario are few who have
not literary talent enough to be successful in such
an attempt, but I think they are fewer who would
not be much benefited by the literary exercise
which the task involves. Above all this, however
and of more consequence to the enthusiastic
teacher whose ambition is to make teaching a suc-
cess, is the tranng and mental culture afforded
the pupil himself in writing out the "notes" dic-
tated, or written on the board by the teacher. I
always endeavor to augment this utility by examin-
ing their books periodically and giving marks for
writing, spelling and neatness, and also for the
care taken of the exercise book itself. Such train-
ing cannot fail, I tbink, .to be beneficial to both
pupils and teacher. Indeed, I think that those
considerations alone would justify this course in
any circumstances, for the notes may be written les-
son by lesson upon the blackboard, before or after
school or during play-hours, sufficient for a day's
lesson being given at a time. But I must say here
that the text-book in question is not altogether use-
less to the pupil, even as a text-book. It should be
used for purposes of reference, and this use of it
and the collateral use of the " notes " as an inter-
oretation of the vocabulary of sesquipedalian
words, will surely be of great benefit to the pupil
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mn the way of developing his literary talent. Ludi-
crous as it may appear, this is the only use tht
teacher bas for this authorized text-book in English
and Canadian history. But that is agreat use, almost
sufficient to justify the keeping of the book as the only
authorized text-book on the subject. It is amusing
to see the expression of mingled surprise and
pleasure in the face of the small boy as he reads
the "interpretation thereof."

It may be that this text-book was the best to be
had at the time, or perhaps the powers who auth-
Orized it had the thoughtful intention of paving the
way for higher literary qualifications in teachers
and children upon the principle of the evolutionary
theory that the circumstances which necessitate an
end develop the ineans.

Belle River, Ont.
ELMER STINSON.

To the Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,--In the last issue of the JOURNAL I read
with great interest your extract from Dr. Abbott's
address, and also your editorial on the subject of
corporal punishment in schools. With many of
your statements I agree, but I cannot agree with
you, and I think very few Public school teachers
will be able to do so, when you say that the cane
should never be wielded by the teacher. There
are few teachers who have taught in country
schools who have not met boys so lost to all seuse
of honesty, decency and truth that " their feelings,"
in words of some one, " can onlv be reached
through their skins." This, I know, will shock the
sensitive and merciful Editor of the EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL, but many of my fellow-teachers
who have had experience in dealing with the boys
whom you describe in another editorial as " pre-
maturely old and precociously vicious, whose hours
out of school are spent in an atmosphere reeking
with filth and profanity," will agree with at least
the spirit of the sentiment.

I would like to give you a little of my experience
in the school of which I am at present the teacher.
I entered it three years ago fresh from the Model
school. The school had been neglected for some
time. It had been in the hands of a merciful
crank who believed in letting the " dear children "
do just as they pleased. It paid in the end, he
said. I found no order, no respect for the author-
ity of the teacher, no love of work among the
pupils, while the dishonor, the profanity, the
obscene language and acts of those children were
beyond description.

The fourth class consisted of five or six boys,
three at least of whom seemed to be banded
together to carry on ail kinds of mischief. They
chewed tobacco in the school, swore like pirates,
had no regard for truth, and defied my authority.
Worse than ail, they embraced every opportunity
to pour into the ears of the younger pupils al the
information of a lewd and licentious character they
possessed.

A few days after taking charge of the school I
found on the slate of a girl of nine years of age,
the daughter of Christian parents, language that
would put an inmate of the Kingston Penitentiary
to the blush. One day at noon one of my pupils,
a girl, although she knew I .was present, com-
menced singing a most indecent song.

I found, upon enquiry, that the home surround-
ings of those boy's were such as rendered an appeal
to their parents useless.

Now, what would you have done had you been
in mv place, Mr. Editor? You would have used
" moral suasion." You would have spoken in tones
of gentleness and love to a brute of a boy whom
you had caught corrupting the pure mind of an
innocent girl. You would cast the pearls of your
affection and mercy before veritable swine, who
would trample them under their feet and at the
next opportunity continue their diabolical wicked-
ness. You would have those boys suspended, you
say. They would have spent their term of suspen-
sion in idleness, associating with characters even
worse than themselves, and then have returned to
school worse than they left, to continue their work
of pollution. You would have'expelled them. In
other words, you would have given up immortal
beings, no matter how vile, Mithout one effort to
save them.

It would be wrong to cane those boys, you say.
It was ail right for their mothers to spank them for
being naughty fifteen years ago, when they were
infants, and it will be ail right for the law to inflict

forty or fifty stripes upon them in a few years for
offences scarcely worse. But no ! they must not
be caned now, they are too big for the loving chas-
tisement of the mother and not old enough for the
cruel rod of correction. The teacher cannot feel
love for the child when he is wielding the cane,
and, therefore, it will not be " morally efficacious,"
you say. Did it ever occur to you that if this is so
it will be more difficult for the teacher to feel the
necessary amount of affection for a child to let
" genuine love" work out a cure.

Right or wrong, I used the cane. I thought that
it would require weeks, perhaps months, before the
benign influence of love could manage the work of
reform, and I saw that the characters of children
with an endless destiny before them were being
daily corrupted and debased.

I made stringent laws and enforced them at the
point of "the cane." I forbade positively ail inter-
course between the boys and the girls, mixing, of
course, with this seeming harshness ail the moral
suasion that would fit in, doing my best to make
the school work interesting, and spending the noon
hour and recesses among the pupils, taking part
in their games, while at the same time closely
watching them.

If I did not succeed in less than a month, I have
never heard a profane or improper word from one
of my pupils since. During the past two years I
have never had occasion to use corporal punish-
ment on but one boy, and that at the request of
his parenits. And if the characters of the older
boys were not improved they no longer continued·
to exercise such an evil influence over the minds of
their fellow-pupils. They were at first made to
work, but they soon began to be interested, and
they ail left me with good common educations,
one or two having passed the Entrance Examina-
tion. AIl but one are still in the section, and are
doing, as far as I can learn, well. They manifest
no feelings of hatred for me, I am on terms of
friendship with them aIl, and they, at least ,ut-
wardly, appear to have mended their lives.

Mr. Editor, my tale is told. I hope you and all
that have the patience to read it will agree that it
was " The Case for the Cane," and that it did in a
short time, by causing a little wholesome fear, the
work that it would have taken months of love and
volumes of moral suasion to perform.

A THIRD CLASS TEACHER.
AYR, May 26, 1890.

RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT FRONTENAC
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

Tothe Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

SiR,- I have been instructed to forward you a
copy ofthe following resolutions with the request
that you will publish them in the JOURNAL and
oblige Your obedient servant,

J. W. HENSTRIDGE
J'ne 7, 189o. Sec. Frontenac T. A.
At a joint meeting of the Teachers' Associations

of Frontenac and Kingston, held at Kingston, May
22 and 23, 1890, it was resolved : That in the
opinion of this meeting the text-book of History
prescribed by the Regulations of the Education
Department for use in the Public Schools is quite
unsuitable for teaching that subject ; and this
meeting is of opinion that it should at once be
removed from the list of authorized text-books, and
a better work put in its place.

Resolved also that a copy of this resolution be
sent to the Minister of Education, to the educa-
tional journals of the Province, and to the local
press.

Resolved, that the Teachers' Associations of
Frontenac and Kingston request the Hon Minister
of Education to authorize for use in the Public
Schools of Ontario the Tonic Sol-fa System of
music, and suitable text-books for teaching it.

WE shall never learn to feel and respect our real
calling'and destiny, unless we have taught ourselves
to consider everything as moonshine compared with
the education of the heart. -Sir Waller Scott.

ONE may be born with a defective intellect as
well as with a crooked physical mnember. But gen-
erally the young mind may be given the right
direction by a corrective education. - Heinrich
Byron.

A SCHOOL BOY'S TROUBLES.

THE witches get in my books, I know,
Or else it's fairy elves;

For when I study, they plague me so
I feel like one of themselves.

Often they whisper, " Come and play,
The sun is shining bright ! "

And when I fling the book away
They mutter with delight.

They dance among the stupid words,
And twist the " rules " awry ;

And fly across the page like birds,
Though I can't see them fly.

They twitch my feet, they blur my eyes,
They make me drowsy, too;

in fact, the more a fellow tries
To study, the worse they do.

They can't be heard, they can't be seen-
I know not how they look-

And yet they always lurk between
The leaves of a lesson book.

Whatever they are I can not tell,
But this is plain as day ;

I never'îl be able to study well
As long as the book-elves stay.

-- St. Nicholas.

THE BOOTBLACK.

OH! a sooty face and a dwarfish form,
And a saucy tongue bas he,

And a ready wit, and he swings his " kit,"
And lives life merrily-

With a-" Shine'em? Shine'em ? Who wants a shine?
Shine'em for half a dime !

Shine'em up, mister ? Shine'em? Shine ?
Now's yer time ! "

Perchance no home bas he, nor roof
But the smoky skies at night,

But the rogue knows where from the chilly air
He can rest till morning light-

Perchance in a hogshead or empty box,
Or open cellarway-

And his sleep is sweet as the hours are fleet,
No score has he to pay !

Oh! a miniature man is he,
With world-lore always gray;

He's sooty and gritty and sharp and witty,
And able to make his way-

With a-" Shine'em ? Shine'em! Who wants a shine?
Shine'em for half a dime !

Shine'em up, mister ? Shine'em ? Shine ?
Now's yer time! "

Robert Ogden Fowler, in Wide Awake.

A LITTLE SUNBEAM.

A LITTLE sunbeam in the sky
Said to itself one day :

"I'm very small, but why should I
Do nothing else but play ?

S11 go down to the earth and see
If there is any use for me."
The violet beds were wet with dew,

Which filled each heavy cup;
The little sunbeam darted through,

And raised their blue heads up.
They smiled to see it, and they lent
The morning breeze their sweetest scent.
A mother 'neath a shady tree

Had left her babe asleep;
It woke and cried, but when it spied

The little sunbeam peep
So slyly in, with glance so bright,
It laughed and chuckled with delight.
On, on it went, it might not stay;

Now through a window small
It poured its glad but tiny ray

And danced upon the wall,
A pale young face looked up to meet
The sunbeam she had watched to greet.
And so it travelled to and fro,

And glanced and danced about;
And not a door was shut, b know,

To keep that sunbeam ont;
But ever as it touched the earth
It woke up happiness and mirth.
For loving words, like sunbeams, will

Dry up a fallen tear,
And loving deeds will often help

A broken heart to cheer.
So loving and so living, you
Will be a little sunbeam too.
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IMPORTANT
BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT.

W E are desired by the publishers of THE
EDUCATIONA, JOURNAL to call the atten-

tion of certain of our readers to a matter which
is becoming one of serious importance. As our
remarks have to do only with those subscribers
who have failed to pay for the paper according
to agreement, the rest of our readers, and,
happily, the great majority of them, may skip
this paragraph and pass on to enjoy with a clear
conscience whatever they may find in our paper
to interest and profit. But there are, we are
sorry to learn, far too many of those who have
been receiving the paper and, as we hope, profit-
ing by it, for a length of time, who have neglected
or forgotten to pay the printer. To ail such we
wish to say " Come and let us reason together."
The publishers are well aware that the teaching
profession in Ontario is not a bonanza and that
it is not always convenient for those who are

receiving salaries which ought to be doubled, to
send in advance even the small amount of a
year's subscription. But the teachers concerned
must also know that the fortnightly issues of the
JOURNAL involve a heavy expense, and that, as
both the circulation and advertising of a profes-
sional paper are necessarily limited, it is abso-
lutely necessary, in order to make ends meet,
that all accounts be promptly collected. After
mature consideration, and with a sincere desire
to meet the convenience of subscribers to the
utmost extent possible, the publishers have
resolved on the following course as one which
must commend itself to all as not only fair but
lenient. They have decided that, commencing
from this date, they will remove from the sub-
scription lists all names of subscribers who are
more than fifteen months in arrears. In order
to avoid the appearance of harshness and give
delinquents every chance to do right, every sub-
scriber who is twelve months in arrears will be
promptly notified. A second notice will be sent
a month later to every one who has failed to
attend to the flrst notice, and if any should be
so negligent or dishonest as still to withhold pay-
ment, a third notice will be sent at the end of
the fourteenth month, intimating that unless the
account be settled by a specified date, it will be
placed in the hands of an agent for collection.
We hope that the cases may be rare in which
even the first notice, will need to be sent, after
this frank statement, and shall be very sorry if
in any case the publishers are compelled to send
out accounts for collection. Look up your
labels, friends, if you are at all in arrears, and
secure your own self-approbation and the thanks
of ail concerned by doing the right thing
promptly and cheerfully.

"THE CASE FOR THE CANE."

T HE well-told experience of " A Third Class
Teacher," in another column, is interesting,

and his reasoning worthy of careful thought.
We must, however, take exception to certain
assumptions which, it seems to us, go far to
invalidate his conclusions.

The first assumption, and that, in fact, which
lies at the basis of the whole argument, is that
those unfortunate boys who are, in consequence
of unhappy antecedents and outside influences,
"lost to all sense of honesty, decency and
truth," can be reached through their skins, and
cannot be reached in any other way. Now, is
it not the fact that these are the very boys who,
as a rule, have been cuffed and flogged and sub-
jected to all kinds of physical violence ail their
lives, and on whom, consequently, the cane or
the taws is least likely to have any salutary
effect ? Is it not often the case that these very
boys are found unexpectedly susceptible to a
different kind of treatment, one which appeals
to that which is best in them, because of its very
novelty ? Very few boys are so totally depraved
that the skilful student of human nature is not
able to find some sensitive spot, some dormant
capacity for good, to which he can appeal with
effect. Our correspondent's narrative shows
that his régime of the cane was successful in

either repressing the evils described, so far as
outward expression was concerned-whicli was,
we admit, a desirable and necessary thing-or
in causing the objectionable practices to be
indulged in with such slyness and secrecy as
prevented detection. He does not, however,
give us any satisfactory evidence that the refor-
mation was more than "skin deep." Nor does
he tell us whether he used the same treatment
in the case of the girls, who seem to have been
about as depraved as the boys. If he suc-
ceeded in reforming the girls without the use of
the cane, how can he be sure that the same
thing could not have been done in the case of
the boys ?

Our correspondent has not, then, it appears
to us, proved either that true moral reformation,
a genuine improvement in character, was
wrought by the use of the cane, or that such a
change might not have been wrought by the use
of other means. We may add, in all sincerity,
that his story gives us the impression that a real
moral improvement was wrought in the case, not
by the corporal chastisement, but by the char-
acter and influence of the teacher. The man
whose genuine interest in the welfare of his
pupils leads him to spend the noon hour and
recess with them, taking part in their games,
and giving himself unreservedly and unselfishly
to the work of uplifting them, is the man whose
labor will not often be in vain, whether he
wields the cane or not.

The story is not conclusive for another reason
We believe-in fact, we may say we know-that
there would be little difficulty in placing side by
side with it many other stories in which as com-
plete and as rapid transformations have been
wrought by means similar to those which he no
doubt effectively used, minus the flogging opera-
tions. We have no doubt that dozens of
instances could be adduced in which delicate
young women, whom it would be absurd to sus-
pect of flagellating sturdy boys, have in a few
weeks or months not only brought order out of
confusion, but created such a public opinion in
their schools that the boy or girl who could be
guilty of violating the laws of decency in any
way, would be sent to Coventry by his or her
fellow-pupils in such fashion that there would
be little*fear of a repetition of the offence.

Another assumption which must be emphati-
cally repudiated is that those who cannot see
that public flagellation of unruly pupils benefits
the offender, elevates the tone of the school or
promotes the dignity and self-respect of the
teacher, have no means of combatting the
coarsest vices but dulcet tones of gentle coax-
ing. Our correspondent uses the term " moral
suasion." We do not think it appeared in our
article. The disciplinary methods of the
teacher who intelligently and successfully refuses
to accept the wielding of the cane as a part of his
professional duty, are caricatured, unintention-
ally of course, by our correspondent. Is it not
possible to denounce indecencyin scathing terms,
and to show a fitting and fierce moral indigna-
tion against whatever is base in speech or action,
without emphasizing it with the flourish of a
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pedagogical shillaleh ? We venture to affirm
that there are very few schools in country or city

in which the judicious teacher cannot quickly

summon to his aid a strong majority on the side

of order and decency, and create an atmosphere
that will scorch and wither that which is foul,

or nean, or otherwise contemptible. The beauty

of this method is that it strikes at the root of

the evil. There is a moral sensitiveness, not usu-

ally very hard to develop, which is vastly more
effective with children than physical dread.

Have we not said enough to make clear the

inconclusiveness of the ordinary argument for

corporal punishment in schools ? A speaker at
one of the Teacher's Associations used, the

other day, the familiar argument that vicious

conduct of any kind should be visited with cor-

poral punishment in order to create an associa-

tion in the mind of the pupil between the wrong-

doing and the pain. That sounds philosophical,
and the argument might hold if the pupil could
be convinced that a big schoolmaster would

follow him all through life, with uplifted cudgel
ready to be applied whenever he was guilty of

the special offence. Our observation has led us

to believe that in most cases the law of asso-

ciation fails to do its work, because the pupil
regards the pain as arbitrary in its nature, and

necessary only because his tyrant happens to be

stronger than he. "A few years," he says to

himself and perhaps to his schoolmates, " will

change all that, and then-"
We are anxious to see the work of the teacher

raised to the dignity of a profession. Can the

physical exercise of wielding the cane, we

ask in all seriousness, ever accord with profes-

tional dignity ? Will our correspondent pardon

us if we say that the following sentence in his

letter astonished us greatly ? " During the past

two years I have never had occasion to use cor-

poral punishment on but one boy, and that at

the request of h'sparents." The italics are ours.

Does the writer really mean to say that he per

mitted himself to become a professional lictor

at the request of parents ? Surely had he given

the matter a little more thought he would have

regarded such a request as an unintentional, but

very real, insult?

THE Toronto News a few, weeks since pub-
lished the fact that two teachers of the Toronto
Public schools had been making a botanical
excursion up the Don, with some of their pupils,
and collected thirty-five specimens of plants.
This incident having led the Kingston Whig to
ask whether botany was being practically taught
in the schools of that city, " Botany " replied in
the affirmative, intimating however that one
plant is about all the Kingston masters and
pupils are able to analyze and label in a day.
We do not suppose the News meant to intimate
that all the thirty-five plants had been thoroughly
studied in the one day. " Botany " says that he
knows that in one of the Kingston schools not
less than thirty plants have been studied in about
four weeks, and that Cartwright's Point, Cedar
Island, Wolfe Island, Portsmouth, Cataraqui,
Kingston Mills, and Division street have all
been visited by pupils in search of wild plants,
and these places have all contributed their quota
of flowers for the botanical classes of the city
schools.

WILL you please tell me what the Home Know-
ledge Association, of Bay Street, Toronto, is,
whether it is a reliable Association, and whether
they can, as they claim, supply books thirty or forty
per cent. lower than the ordinary selling price.
Would it be wise for teachers to join ? The fee is

$I2. 5o---J. H.

[The plan and prospectus of the Association
seem reasonable enough, but we have no means of
knowing whether this firm is reliable. We know
no reason to suspect the contrary. They should
be able to furnish satisfactory references or creden-
tials, and it is always wise to satisfy oneself
on such points before entering into business
relations.]

SUPPOSE a pupil absents himself or herself from

school in order to escape punishment, can the

pupil be punished as long as his or her rame be on

the register? If not, for how long has the teacher

authority over him or her, as the case may be ?-A

SUBSCRIBER.

[We know no time limit which outlaws the debt
the pupil owes to pedagogic discipline. So far as
law is concerned, we suppose be can be punished
whenever he returns to the school. We think it
would be well, however, for the teacher to try first
to enlist the authority of the parents to secure a
prompt settlement of the difficulty. Should that
fail, it would be proper to consider whether unex-
cused absence under such circumstances should
not be regarded as insubordination, to be visited
with suspension or expulsion. Perhaps some one
who knows will throw further light upon the usual
mode of dealing with such cases.]

FORMERI the retail price marked on the

cover of the " Public School Drawing Books " was

ten cents ; now it is six cents. Please explain the
cause of the different prices.- SUBSCRIBER.

[The cause is that the former price was found by
a Board of Arbitration to be too high and, in
accordance with the terms of agreement between
the Department of Education and the publisher,
was reduced to six cents.]

1. GIVE an account of the Edict of Nantes ?
2. What is the plural of executrix ?

3. What were the terms of the Samoan Treaty?
-QUIz.

[i. The Edict of Nantes was a decree published
in that city by Henri IV., of France,'April 13, 1598,
securing religious freedom to his Protestant sub-
jects. Among its more important provisions were :
Liberty of worship wherever Protestant congrega-
tions already existed ; to establish new churches,
except in Paris and surrounding district and in the
royal residences ; and to maintain universities or
theological colleges ; Protestants were also made
eligible to all civil offices and dignities, but they
were not allowed to print books on the tenets of
their religion, save where it already existed, and
they were required to celebrate outwardly the fes-
tivals of the Catholic Church, and to pay
tithes to the Catholic priesthood. The Edict was
finally repealed by Louis XIV., Oct. 18, 1865,
with the result of the loss to France of 400,000 of
ber best citizens in the famous Huguenot emigra-
tion. 2. The only plural that could be formed
would be ezecutrices, but we have never seen it
used. If necessary to use a plural, executresses,
from the English form executress, would be prefer-
able. 3. We cannot recall the exact terms, but
their effect was the re-establishment of the deposed
king under the joint protectorate of the three
powers, England, Germany and the United States,
with the reservation of certain commercial rights
to each.]

A PUPIL under thirteen years, and between seven

and thirteen years old, leaves ber own section and
goes to an adjoining one to stay with a person ;

also she gets private lessons in school subjects
there. Can she stay there, with the permission of

her parents, the year through, or must she attend

school in her own section the time marked out by
law, or else parents pay the fine ?- SUBSCRIBER.

[She can stay there as long as ber parents
please. The law was never intended to interfere
with the right of parents to educate their childAn
privately if they prefer. The object of the compul-
sory clauses is to secure that no child shall grow
up uneducated. Many parents prefer private
schools, and never send their children to the Public
schools. Such interference with parental liberty
as your inquiry suggests would be mtolerable.]

CAN any one tell the name of a good text-book
on " Object Lessons," also where it can be got ?-

E.M.C.

I. IN the "Question Drawer" Of JOURNAL,

dated December 16, 1889, you say, in answer to

a question by " Subscriber," that a teacher may

detain children after four o'clock, " subject to Regu-

lations ii and 12." I have the Ontario Regula-

tions dated 1885, but I can find nothing about

detention of pupils, either in i1 or 12 or anywhere

else. Is there not an error somewhere ?

2. With regard to the second question by the

same correspondent, I should think a pupil refusing

to remain after four would not necessarily be guilty

of violent opposition to authority. The teacher in

such a case would be obliged to employ either

"moral suasion " or corporal punishment.-W.J.D

[In quoting Regulations ii and 12, we referred
to the manner and spirit in which all discipline
must be administered, not to any specific mode.
Our answer was given, if we remember rightly, on
the authority of the late Deputy Minister of Edu-
cation. 2. We should understand "violent" in a
wider sense than you seem to assign to it.]

What is the capital of Louisiana ?-A PUPIL.

[Baton Rouge. We are sorry this question was
overlooked some weeks ago when it came to hand.]

i. Is it considered a sort of plagiarism for a

novelist to employ for one of his novels a title

previously used by a poet for one of his produc-

tions ?
2. Is Longfellow the author of the following

quotation ?
"That life is long which answers life's great

ends."

3. Has Canada any famous musical composers ?
B. S.

[(i) If the title was in any way peculiar, we
should say that to appropriate it without acknow-
ledgment would be plagiarism.

(2) No. Tbat line is from Young's "Night
Thoughts."

(3) We think not.]

WE are sorry to find that we have mislaid one
or twocommunications for tbis department, contain-
ing enquiries in reference to the Regulations of the
Education Department touching continuance or re-
newal of licences, and the requirements in regard to
attendance at Normal and training schools. We
had laid these aside intending to visit the Education
Department and get official sanction for the infor-
mation we had to give. While expressing our
regret, we take the opportunity of again reminding
our correspondents that it is better for them to
address all such enquiries direct to the Education
Department. They will, in that case, no doubt
receive prompter answers than we can give, and
will have the satisfaction of knowing that the
information given is official and authoritative.
We feel sure they need have no hesitation in asking
any such information from the Department. The
late lamented Deputy Minister said, on one occas-
ion, in reply to an apology for a good deal of
trouble we were giving him, " That is what we are
here for."
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WEST BRUCE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
THE annual meeting of West Bruce Teachers

Association was held in the Model School, Kincar
dine, on Thursday and Friday, May 22nd and 23rd
In the absence of the President, A. H. Smith
Mr. James McKinnon, of Port Elgin, was appointe(
chairman and presided at all the sessions. Th
morning session of the first day was occupied witl
business. The afternoon session opened at 1:4p.m. The secretary read communications from th
Oxford Teachers' Association respecting High
School Entrance Literature,length of Model Schoo
term, and other matters. The communications wer
referred to a committee composed of Messrs. J. T
Lillie, F. C. Powell, T. A. Reid and Thoma
Rankn.

Mr. Tilley, M.S. Inspector, gave an address or
development and mental analysis. The teacher
must have, he said, clear ideas on every subject he
teaches. His aim should be to put the child's mind
in the same attitude as that of his own towards
ideas to be imparted. Teaching in every subject
sbould be pursued with two aims, the imparting oi
knowledge and the training of the mind. The lat-
ter of these is by far the more important, but many
teachers devote much more attention to the former.
They are unfortunately forced to do so by the vari-
ous tests to which they are constantly subjected by
examinations. Still they should keep constantly
before them the vital importance of mental training.
What a boy or girl grows to be is by far more
important than what he grows to know. Develop-
ment should be the great object of all education.
The speaker proceeded to show that growth is the
fundamental law of all animate nature. It can be
promoted only by having regard to the divinely
implanted conditions. To modify, arrange and
direct these conditions is, to some extent, in the
hands of the teacher. The two great factors in
development are heredity and environment. The
flrst of these is beyond the control of the teacher.
But he may greatly modify the development of his
pupils by a judicious management of their physical,mental and moral environnent. These are the
matters to which he must direct bis attention.

If he would have his pupils love the beautiful and
the good, he must constantly keep before them the
beauties of nature and art, and the deeds of the
wise and the just. The boy who is trained in kind-
ness by being kind to bis pet cat or his pet dog will
seldom abuse dumb animals. The girl who from
nfancy learns to love her brothers, sisters and
playmates, will not as a wonan desert children,
neglect parents or allow the inflrm or the aged tosuifer. Children w~ho constantly tell the trutb will
soon learn to love it and hate falsehood. Children
can not be made truthfnl by punishment. Theymnay be advised and encouraged, they may be
taught to speak the truth to please those wvhom they
love ; but no amount of punishnent will make
truthful children. In dealing with mental analesis,
Mr. Tilley directed attention to four things : That
which acts, the action, that on which it acts and
the result of the action. The importance of teach-
ng by direct contact with objects received special

attention. The stupidity shown by pupils could
generally be traced to imperfect object teaching.
Messrs. J: McKinnon, A Campbell and J. T. Lillie
strongly supported the views set forfh in Mr.
Tilley's address, though Mr. Campbell considered
that punishment in a broad sense has an educa-
tive value. Children, he said, should be taught
that all evil acts will be punished by inevitable con-
sequences. He fully agreed with Mr. Tilley
respecting the great influence of heredity and envi-
ronient.

Miss J. T. Yemen read an essay on the elevation
of the country school. Judging from the analysis
given and the opinions expressed, this was an excel-
lent paper. We hope to be favored with a copy
for publication in the JOURNAL.

Mr. Campbell was very much pleased with the
beautiful thoughts contained in the essay. During
the thirteen years he had been Inspector he had
seen many good and elevating changes wrought by
teachers. He recalled one instance of a country
school that thirteen years ago was without any ven-
tilation, the building was dingy, the walls bare, the
yard unfenced and covered with sand ; the teacher,
the parents and children indifferent. To-day, in

the same school, everything is changed. The ol
desks are gone, a newv building is erected, goo(ventilation is provided for, the yard is well fence
and beautified with trees and flowers. The trus
tees, parents and children are interested in an(
proud of their school. The happy changes alargely due to the energy, perseverance and intelli
gence of the teacher at present in that school. AI. teachers, said the Inspector, should catch the spiri
of the essay.

d " Shall " and " will " in Grammar, received Mr.
e J. T. Lilllie's attention for about thirty minutes
h Grammar, he said, is usually regarded as dry anuninteresting. Many pupils hate it ; sore teacher

hate it ; and hate to teach it. He had found mucl
difficulty in mastering shall and will. Mucb as he

l had studied them, he was still sometimes guilty ol
msapplying them. Many rules are given for guid

Sance in their use ; but these rules are cumbersome.
The better plan, he said, is to get a clear concep-
tion ofthe exact meaning and shades of meaning

1of the two words. People of Saxon origin seldomimake mistakes in the use of these words, wile peo-
ple of Celtic origin are constantly misapplying
thein. This is due, no doubt, to the fact that the
Saxon bas still a correct notion of the original use
and meaning of the two words, while the CeIt bas
been acquainted with them only as auxiliaries.
Thus we find Sir Walter Scott frequently using tes.incorrectly.

Mr. T. A. Reed, of Teeswater, directed the atten-tion of the Association to the very sudden death of
Inspector Malloch, of North Huron. On motion
of Messrs. N. D. McKinnon and Thomas Rankin,
Messrs. T. A. Reed, S. W. Perry, A. Rannie and
A. Campbell were appointed a committee to draft
resolutions of condolence to Mrs. Malloch and the
North Huron Teachers' Association.

In the evening a successful public meeting washeld. Mr. Tilley, Model School Inspector, gave a
very able lecture on ' Success in Life " Music,
recitations, etc , completed the entertain ment.

On the second day Miss Bella Stewart gave a
reading, " The Wayside Well."

Mr. F. W. French took up Methods in Euclid.
Euclid, he said, was one of the most important ofthe sciences. Many other sciences depend largely
on Euclid. The changes made by the J)epartment
in dropping Euclid i sorte of the examirations
Mr. Frenchregards as a move inthe vrong direction.
He condemned the old method of studying Euclid.
The definitions, axioms and postulates should not
be learned before taking up the propositions. They
sbould be learned only as they are required in the
demonstrations, and could be conveniently put as
foot notes to the propositions. Easy deductions
should be given from the beginning. Mr. French
illustrated the plans he adopts in teaching by
examples on the board, showing the advantages of
analysis and synthesis in solving deductions.

Inspector TilIey dealt with the subject of Read-
ing in a very practical and lielpful address.

The first business in tbe afternoon was the elec-
tion of officers, which resulted as follows : Presi-
dent, James McKinnon, Port Elgin ; Vice-Presi-
dent, David Rennie, Whitechurch Secretary-
Treasurer, F. C. Powell, Kincardine; Directors,
T. A. Reed, Teeswater; J. T. Lillie, Port Elgin ;
Inspector Campbell, S. W. Perry and Miss L.
Sturgeon, Kincardine; Miss J. F. Yemen, Ripley.
Delegates to Provincial Association . Thomas
Rankin, Port Elgin, and David Rennie, White-
church.

Arithmetic as a Science, received Mr. A. P.
Gundry's attention for twenty minutes. The prac-tical use of Arithmetic Mr. Gundry considers more
important. Arithmetic as an art bas monopolized
by far too much attention in moder times. The
solving of practical problems is by most persons the
only use made of this excellent mind-trainer.
Such was not the case in ancient times. The
rules given in many arithmetics should be set aside,
and the pupils taught to depend on general prin-
ciples. The mode of representing questions should
be clear, definite and intelligent. Many pupils
drop steps in the reasoning and leave out the neces-
sary explanations. Such a course leads to slovenly
solutions and indefinite thinking. Teachers would
aIl do well to consult Fitch on Aritbmetic as aScience.

Mr. W. S. Perry gave an interesting address on
The Progressive Teacher." Growng men and
omen only can teach successfully, said Mi. Perry.

There must be constant study and self-culture or
the teaching will be imperfect. Home, school and

citizen duties demand so much of a teacher's time

that the amount left for self-culture and study israther small. When the teacher leaves bis school

at 4 p m. te has seventeen hours ahead of him
before returning to bis school again. How shoulde these hours be spent ? Every teacher should havea time table indicating the use made of these seven-
teen hours. He should give about one to society,t two to school preparation, one to family or home
duties, two to recreation, eight to sleep. He will
then have from two to three hours left for studyingand reading outside actual school work. Everyteacher should have a quiet room for study. Thestudent shut in from all disturbing influences willdo the best and most work in a given time. Everyteacher should have a good library of bis own.F Books are so cheap now that there is little excusefor being without a good supply ofgood books. Theaddress contained also many excellent hints in
regard to the progressive teacher's work in charac-ter-building in the school.

Mr. F. C. Powell gave a short address on taking
Geography with History. In teaching History, hesaid, the chief object should be the acquiring,retaining and comparing of facts, the estimating ofcharacter, the weighing of evidence and events ;the drawing of conclusions and the removing of
prejudices. To accomplish this successfully it wasnecessary to be intimately acquainted with thetheatre of action. The character of the country,the soil, the surface, the boundaries, the waterways.The size always plays an important part in theevents and laws of any and every country. Events
could be classified as personal, political, social and
religious. In dealing with leading characters such
as Cromwell, Marlborough, Napoleon, Wellington,
Pitt, Walpole, Gladstone and Bismarck, the geo-
graphical conditions and surroundings should forma very important part. In great political changes,
important laws, domestic and foreign policy, alli-ances, wars and defences, the geography and eventhe topography of the countries must be carefully
studied. The social condition of a people depends
upon the climate, products,capabilitiesandresources
of a country.

The circular from the Oxford Teachers' Associa-
tion, with whose contents our readers are alreadyfamiliar, was taken up. Each of the six clauseswas carefully discussed by the Association here, andcondemned ; but it was decided that it is verydesirable that Entrance History should be con inedto Canadian History and a specified period of Eng-lish History.

Over eighty teachers were present-the largestnumber in the history of the Association.

WEST VICTORIA CONVENTION.
THE semi-annual meeting of the teachers ofWest Victoria was held at Woodville on May 22nd

and 2Jrd. Tbere was a large attendance andmuch interest manifested in the work. At ten a.m.the Convention was opened by the President, Mr.Reazin. In his opening address he requested aIlteachers to mail half-yearly reports to bim on thelast day of school for each half year, and thus pre-vent a delay in mailing of checks.
Mr. Gilchrist took up bis subject, " Geography."He read a paper in which he advocated the systemof leading from the "known to the unknown,"

beginning with the school room and grounds,then the geography of the school section, Town-
ship, County, Province and Dominion in order. Inthe discussion that followed, Mr. Knight, Inspectorof East Victoria, suggested several methods ofdealing with this subject.

Inspector Knight introduced the subject, " En-trance Grammar," and based the first part of bisaddress upon the first question on the paper set forEntrance Examination in December He illus-trated on the blackboard the method he recoi-mended in teaching this subject. Convention
adjourned.

The first busin'ess in the afternoon was the elec-tion of officers : President, Mr. H. Reazin; Vice-President, Mr. G. Rennie ; SecretaryTreasue-Mr. L. Gilchrist ; Managing Corittee, Messrs.Morris, Cunnings, Mosgrove, and Misses Cullis,Ayers and Thomas. Messrs. D. McMillan and G.Rennie were appointed delegates to the OntarioTeachers' Association.
It was decided to hold the next Convention atLorneville. Mr. Knight was asked to continue hjs

address on " Entrance Grammar"1 He took up
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analysis of sentences, and exemplified his system
of dealing with wvritten analysis and parsing words
and phrases.

Mr. Devitt read an interesting paper on " Phonic
Method of Teaching Reading." He showed its
advantages over the Alphabetic, Look and Say, and
phonetic methods. He also illustrated bis method
of awakening interest in this plan of teaching.
. Mr. Rennie gave an excellent lecture on " Read-
ing." He suggested a course of reading in Bio-
graphy, History, Fiction, Philosophy, etc. He also
indicated the order in which this reading should be
done, and gave several hints showing how to get
Pupils interested in reading. After an interesting
discussion Convention adjourned.

Convention re-assembled on Friday morning,
when Mr. Mosgrove introduced bis subject, " His-
tory." He read a well arranged paper in which lie
gave his method of dealing with this subject. To
rnake it more impressive he advised teachers to
give anecdotes to illustrate the period under con-
sideration, and also to have frequent reviews. A
resolution was passed by the Convention requesting
Mr. Mosgrove to furnish the Secretary with a copy
'f bis " Essay " for publication.

That our Convention may become more practical
a resolution was passed, that one of Shakespeare's
works be discussed at our next meeting, and

Macbeth" was selected. It was also resolved
that we get our scholars to read " Robinson Crusoe,"
and that it be discussed at our next meeting, Mr.
Mosgrove to lead in the first and Mr. Cunnings
in the second discussion. All teachers are expected
to take part in those discussions.

Mr. Reazin introduced a discussion on " How to
Secure Regular Attendance." He advised teachers
to make their schools as attractive and home-like
as possible An interesting discussion followed,
when Mr. Milner, M.A., Classical Master of the
Collegiate Institute, Lindsay, gave an able address
on the " Limitations of the Teacher." He dwelt
upon the true aims of a teacher, which should be
to arouse the effort, quicken the thought and
imipress upon bis scholar that nobility in action
and purity of sentiment are essential to become a
Worthy member of society.

The Question Drawer was then opened and the
questions answered by a committee.

At the close Mr. Milner gave an instructive talk
Onl "Benefits Arising from Studying Classics." He
strongly advised all students to begin Latin in their
Youth. He explained some technical points relat-
ing to the infinitive in English Grammar.

A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Milner for
bis assistance. Convention adjourned.

MISDIRECTED TEACHING.

I HAVE no patience with so much of the " little-
pill practice" in educational work.

Last week, I was walking with> a youngster of
four summers, and he said : " It is sundown, and
it will soon be dark." I replied : " Yes." Then
he said: "Where does the sun go when it is
dark ?" I said : " Behind the earth." Then he
said : "Where is the behind of the earth ?" Before
. could reply to bis last question, he said :" Dark
is made by the sky's coming down to the ground, I
think."

I tried him the next evening on arithmetic. He
could count on bis thumbs and fingers to ten. I
asked : '' What makes ten ? " Promptly, he
replied: " Two fives.' Next: "What makes
eight?" Again came the answer: " Two fours."
"Now, what is the half of eight?" To this he
replied instantly : " Four." Again he said without
hesitation : " The half of four is Iwo." And to my
query : " What is the half of two?" " One," was
the reply. Lastly, I asked him : "What is the
half of one ?" H-le said : It is one cut in two in
the middle."

Yet there are numb-skulls who would keep this
little fellow, when be is a year or two older, five or
ten rnonths on numbers fron one to ten. So, also,
children are kept writing, and -spelling, and read-
ing little short words that they already know,
Which when once learned, are learned for all time.
This narrowing process brings the child's horizon
too near. Instead of a stationary horizon, it should
be continually enlarging.

Gathering in new words, and using then to
express ideas, and thinking out which words to
select, that will express the ideas to the best advan-
tage, is the most important part of language-cul-
ture, so far as the actual work in school is con-
cerned. However, it is not my intention to discuss
the language hobby now.-N. Y. SchoolJournal.

HINTS FOR USE OF OBJECTS IN
DRAWING AND DESCRIBING.

ASK each pupil to bring a plant with leaves and
flowers. Teacher: Tell me one thing you can see
in the plant. The pupil will readily write one sen-
tence. Teacher: Now write something else.
Teacher: Now see if you can draw something that
you have been writing about. The main purpose
is to get pupils to sec for themselves with the least
possible suggestion. While the children are writ-
ing and drawing the teacher should watch the work
of each child as far as possible. Teacher : I am
afraid vou do not sec much, James ; look again.
You sec something more. Martha, try again.
Many times a pupil will sec something he cannot
name, and then you will have to give him a name,
and write it on the boari. Avoid the continuous
use of the sanie idiom, i.e., the plant has -. Get
all the variety in idioms possible. Most, if not all,
questions will be asked by the objects, and the
investigations will grow into a system, if pupils are
not forced into one from the first. To vary the
exercise, put- a stuffed bird before the pupils.
Teacher : Tell me one thing that you can sec.
(Looking over Mary's shoulder.) You have good
eyes, Mary; you may go to the table and sec
something more. Richard, I am afraid your eyes
are not good. Look again, and draw what you sec,
if you cannot tell me. In this way you will gradu-
ally introduce plants, leaves, roots, fruits, animals,
shells, ninerals and manufactured articles. Fol-
low the line in which pupils show the most interest,
and insist upon careful work. Great care should
be taken not to force investigation, but let it follow
its quiet, sure course.-The Catholic Educator.

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS.

SCHOOL is dismissed ; the orderly children have
passed into the hall. Suddenly shrieks are hbard,
and cries of, " Kill it ! Kilt it !" The teacher flies
to the door. She sees a miniature mob, and the
victim-a defenceless mouse ! Commands and
pleas are unheard ; the work is accomplished, and
twenty-five joyous boys gloat over the lifeless body.

A wasp comes sailing through the schodl-room,
a spider spins down from the wall,-" Kill it ! Kill
it !" is heard from every side. Destruction marks
the schoolboy's course. It is his delight to snap off
young trees growing by the roadside ; bugs and
butterflies must be held up by the legs and wings
until these members drop off; be bas not the
slightest scruple about scaling fish alive and string-
ing " bobs ; " and ant-hills were made for no other
purpose than as marks for him to plant bis feet
upon. You need not be surprised to hear of bis at-
tending cock-fights, dog-fights, or anykind of a fight.

How can the teacher remedy this evil ? Thought-
less ignorance is the cause of nine-tenths of the
cruelty. The thoughtless boy does not know the
value of these little living things, and their place
in creation. Woe to that creature smaller than
himself. " Ich bin gross und du bist klein " is the
controlling principle of his action, as well as of the
animals in the fable ; in plain English, " I am
large, and you are small," and we might add,
" therefore I shall step on you." Who bas a better
opportunity than the teacher to give him a new
way of thinking ?

There are Bands of Mercy in England and
America, and the boys and girls who form the
societies promise to do all they can to protect ani-
mals from cruel usage. Many of these are in con-
nection with Public and Sunday schools. The
teachers have.charge of the meetings, and make
them interesting by songs, music and recitations.
More than five thousand French schools give regu-
lar lessons on topics bearing on this subject. A
noted French teacher, who had been instructing
the children in kindness to animals, said : " This
work bas had the best influence on their lives and
character."

The day is full of opportunities. If the heart of
the teacher is right, the dead mouse and the wasp

will furnish topics for eloquent and instructive
talks. Men are but children grown. It is but a
step from the crushing of these little creatures,
endowed with all the organs of life, to that more
exquisite torture of hunan beings, and the tramp-
ling of hunian riglits. Respect for the lower forms
of life is to be taught, before that wonderful thing
lwe call character vill come up fair and synmetrica.

Preaching will do but little good. The senti-
ment must be an intelligent one. The subject
must be made interesting and instructive. Object
lessons in zoology are received with the greatest
interest ; and abundant material for such is sup-
plied in the supplementary reading-books and
school papers and magazines. Where the objects
themselves are not available, pictures imay be used.

But the study of structure and habits must lead
to something higher. Make the child realize that
the life of the animal is dear to it. Show what the
attractions of life are,-how the home, way of liv-
ing and family tics make life pleasant. In these
animal studies, instil the principle that the weaker
are not to be driven to the wall, but defended.
Encourage children to have pet animals. Out of
two thousand criminals in American prisons it was
found that only twelve had any pet animal in
cbildhood.- Keep working. It takes time to
awaken delicate sensibilities, and sometinhes there
are none to awaken ; but one day you will feel
gratified to hear indignant voices in the school-yard
saving ; " Let it alone ! What do you want to kill
it for ?"-The Fountain.

Teýce et,' isee ny.
A VISION.

And every island fled away and the nountains were not found.
-REV. XVi 20.

I STOOD on a hill's high summit
And the darkness hung around,
My breath's hoarse breach of the stillness
The all of earthly sound.
My brain throbbed sore in a horror
That could iot shape its fright,
And the stagnant air, the breath of despair,
Grew thick in the heavy night.
But now there-s a glimmer yonder,
A glimmer of light that's not dawn,
Like the gleam of a frown on a swarthy face,
As the soul is passion-drawn.
And it grows and it grows and is growing,
And fiercer the red light mounts,
And a scorching wind does me gazing blind
As the flame bursts free from its founts.
To North, to South, to East, to West,
The driving circle grew
In narrowing range and brighter blaze,
And madly the hot wind hlew,
As a fringe of flame it licked and leaped
To the toppling trees in their vapors steeped
To the rocks that fell with never a crash,
To the heaving hills that crumbled to ash,
And, wasted their weight, on the wind they fell
That bore them away from the gathering hell
That nearer and nearer drew.
No sound of bird, no sound of beast,
No sound of tree or thundering bill,
No sound of rock that crashed with rock,
All but the roar of the flame was still.
For the bird and the beast were dumb,
And the hill and the tree fell in space,
And each rock as it fell was a crumb
In a void that lent no resting-place.
And the voice of God's image was still-
With human fear was it still-
And the limbs were dead
As the tongue was stayed,
And the blood was frozen, a throb from the heart,
And colorless lip from lip did part,
And the upright form in its horror reeled
As earth in her throes of agony wheeled
And crumbled to dust.
Fine dust-fine dust,
As flour from finest mill.

But the flame drew near, the flame drew near
And unfroze the current congealed in fear,
And brought back heat to the death-chilled face.
Oh never did death such a warm love embrace!
And the parted lips closed tight,
And the reeling fori stood upright,
And the hands were raised
With the flame at the feet.
And I sprang from my perch its welcome to meet
Where fiercest and hottest it blazed.

B. F. BOLToN
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mlnjer * School + of * Elocutio1
GRIMSI3y PARR, ONTARIO,

25 Miles West of Niagara Falls.

JULY 7th to AUGUST 15th.

National School of Elocution and Oratory ±
1124 ARCH ST., PIIILADELPRIA.

SIL AS. S. .NBEFF, - Principal.
adi , c tulture, body training for visible expression, extempore speech, effective oratory,eat ,eattion, Shakespeare, pedagogical course ; New System Taught. Mind Culture ae, practical for all. Special rates for board.

Adidress, PRINCIPAL, for circulars.

Tle Canadian Chautauqua.
NIAGAR A-ON-THE-LAKE, ONTARIO.

Th nest boating, bathing, fishing, and driving, with lawn-tennis ground, electrictful trees and surroundings. Summer Schools, Concerts, Lectures, etc., etc.
Per Ote1 Chautauqua opens June s4. Sixty rooms complete. Rates, $2 and $2.50ay; from $Io to $14 per week. Special rate Saturday to Monday.
aA4k es tde House. Twenty-six rooms ; $I.oo per day; $5.oo rer week. Tents$8 'ttsges t0 rent.

i n 1l0 worth of lots for sale. $5o,ooo of 8 per cent. preference stock for sale. Thers Central Railway runs into the grounds. Send for 50-page programme. For parti-aPPlY to the President, JOHN N. LAKE, Box 444, Toronto.

SUMhAN
1'U.EDITOIR:
Bylease Inform yonr readers tht 1 have a positive remedy for the above namedSBy its timely use thousands of hopeless cases h ave been permanent1fcuzed. I shailud ta send two bottles of my remedy FREE to any of your readers who have con-a.t i 7, hen se m their xpress and Post Office Address. Respectfully,

LOCUP M--9 86 West Ade0laile St., TORONTO, ONTARIO.

THA N T D TTONLESS
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WEEKLY,
every City and Town in Canada.

Si1 for terms to
T. C. WILSON,

Manager Grip Co., Toronto.
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PRESTON - ONTARIO.
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Pap5pcT AUTOMATIC ScHooL Dasg.
The latest and best.

Desks of this Company cannot be excelled
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It has everywhere supplanted the oIder forms ofButton End and Perfection Buttonless. Files with
best RED Rubbers.

junior, $175; Public School site, $2.25; Associa-
ion Match size, $3.20. A trial solicited.
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D. FORSYTH,
Secretary Western Football Assoc'n, Berlia, Ont.

WOMANS MEDJCAL COLLEGE
Toronto, Ont.
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Colle e.For fuit information
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to D. J. GTBB WISH-
ART, M.D., Secy., 36

-~~'~* Carlton St., Toronto.
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PRINIARY EXMINATION
In Reading, Drawing and thi

Commercial Course.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1890.

I.-Candidates from the High School

The Primary Examination of Hig
School pupils in Reading, Drawing, an
the Commercial Course shall be held il
each High School between the 23rd an
28th days of June, as may best suit th
convenience of Masters and candidates

i. The Examiners shall be the Head
master and teacher or teachers of the
subject.

2. The examination shall be con
ducted as follows :-

(a) Reading. - Each candidate shal
read, from an authorized Reader, one
passage selected by the examiners anc
another from any book chosen by him
self.

(b) Drawing.-Each candidate shal
submit for examination his school work
n any three of the five books prescribed
in Form I. or their equivalent in char
acter and amount.

(c) Book-keepng.-Each candidate
shall submit for examination a set of
books, worked out by himself, and con-
sisting of Day-book, Journal, Ledger,
Bills Receivable, and Bills Payable •

tbe writîng, neatness and accuracy of
wbicb sbalh be valued by the examiners.

(d) In determining the final standing
n Oral Reading, Drawing, and Book-
keeping, the Examiners shall take into
account, as may bu deemed most suit-
able, the candidate's school record in
each subject.

3. The standing of the the candidates
shall be entered in a form provided by
he Education Department, and shall
)e signed by all the Examiners ; the
tandng of the candidates being graded
rom I. (the highest) to IV., those
graded IV. being rejected. The head-
naster shall transmit this report to the
Presiding Examiner not later than the
th of July.

4. The school work in Drawing and
Bok-keeping of High School pupils
who have passed this examination shall
e retained by the headmaster until the
ext ensuing visit of the High School
nspector, who shall report specially to
he Minister of Education on the char-
cter of this work and of the teaching
f Reading, Drawing and the Commer-
ial Course in the High School ; and in
he event of the Inspector's report being
nfavorable, the Minister may make
ther arrangements for holding future
xaminations in the High School.

II.-Ott er Candidates.

5. At somne convenient time during
he days of the Primary Examination

b
n
I
t
a
0
c
t
u
o
e

t

(8th- i i th July>,the examination of those
candidates who were flot prepared at a
High Sebool shall be conducted at each
centre by the Presiding Examiner, who
shall examine their work in Drawing
and Book keeping, and shall award them
their standing in these subjects and in
Oral Reading as above. The final
standing awarded shall be reported as
in the case of High Sebool pupils, and
.,hall be entered on the list received

*from the headmaster, whicb shall then
be transmitted by post to the Education

SDepartment on the last day of the July
1 Primary Examnination, or sooner if the
Sexamination in Reading, Drawing, and
SBook-keeping bas been sooner com-
pleted. The school work of such can-
didates shall be transmitted by the Pre-
sîding Examiner to the Public School

-Inspector of the district, who shall
report to the Minister on the character
of the work done in these subjects.

AGENTS WANJED
TO SELL

CHILD'S.

]BIBLE.
AND

BEST 8ELLINC BOOKS
0F THE DAY.

~rip Pîinting & Pijblishing Co.
26 & 28 Front St. W.

TORONTO.

TEACHERS

Pleasant, profitable vacation employment, or per-
manent position if desired. Fast selling specialties.
Salary and expensen or liberal commissions Nid weekly
Don't delay. Terras ard outfit free.

BROWN BROTHERS, Nurserymen.

ToitoNro ONT.



The Edu.catioral TotrnIal.

Special Offers!
We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL

three months and Ayres' Verbalist and
Orthoepist, postpaid, for $ .oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
four months and Williams' Composition
and Practical English, postpaid, for $i.oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoe-
pist, postpaid, for $2.oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Williams' Composition and
Practical English, post-paid, for $2.oo.

We will send the EiUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Worcester's Dictionary (Full
Sheep), for $o.oo.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and the Concise Imperial Diction-
ary (best binding), for $5-50.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Webster's Dictionary (Full
Sheep), for $1.50.

We will send the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
one year and Lippincott's Gazetteer (Full
Sheep), for $11.50.

KINGST oN

WOMAN S• MEDICAL• COLLEGE,
e'irst of ifs Class in. Con ada,

and Larfiest List of Gradu1aates.
New College Building. Well located. Very best

teaIhg staff. Three Lady Professor. Fuit I-ospitaladlvantages. Affiliated with Queen's University. Re-duced iees to Medical Missionary Students. Valuable
scholarship prizes.

Hon. Dr. Sullivan, Dean of Faculty.
R. V. Rogers, Q.C., Pres. Trustee Board.

Calanders for Session 1890-91 on applic tion to DR.A P. KNIGH.r, Secretary, Kingston, Ont.

HO E ST.UDY. LATIN and GREEK at
,,M sight. Use the " Interlinear-

Classics." Sample page and Catalogue of SchoolBooks free. C. DESILVER & SoNs, No. L.L. 1102Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TEACHERS!
WE ARE MAKING THE

Best Self-Wringing Mop
EXTANT.

It is a Ponanza for the Holidays.
Send for Circulars and Terms.

TARBOX BROS., Toronto, Ont.
ADDR S-K sFACHERS AN STUiENTS may have ail thss-

nwbook seants pronstlty attended to, either in theTMIE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. or used lineand at reaonable terils, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 VO71ge SI.SMI7H NEEDLE PACKAGE-Best Thing Out. (SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)Agents make Five Dollars perday. Sample by mail, Bookstoany part of the Dominion, for Inspecis.twenty.five cents. Clement & Co., 36 King Strtet Tea-hels and Students, nailed or expressed daily.
B nsot, 

T oronto.

TEACIIERS WANTE)
To handle our popular

Subscription Books & Bibles
DUtI.NG VACA'ION.

Special Discounts given.

Write and secure agency.

Rose Publishing Co., Toronto.

DON .EN 1:86

WATLRV4N FOUNT41N PE#V
Best in the World. Send for Circular.

GEO. BENGOUGHl

GENTLEMEN
Living out of town can purchase their Toilet Arti-ciles and bundries direct from the city through themail oheaper than in the local market. The list em-braces Shaving Mugs and Brushes, Bath Gloves andBrushes, Military Hair Brushes, Rubber Goods, ChestProtectors, Sponges and Sponge Bagm, Hand Mirrorsand ail toilet requisites. Ail goods guaranteed. Sendfor catalogue and note Discounts. Correspondencesolicited. STUART W. JOENSTON, 287 KingStreet West, corner John Street, Toronto.

JAMES MURRAY & CO.
+ PRINTINC, +

PAPER RULINC

BOOKBINDINC.
FIRST-CLASS BOOK, LAW,

COMMERCIAL AND

GENERAL JOB WORK.
CANADIAN AcEN'T, 45 KING STRFET EAST 26 & 28 FRONT ST WEST,TOOTO Tr CO R O N T OITSI THOUSANDS OF BOTTLESCIVEN AWAY YEARLY.C U R Een Say Cure 1 do fot meauhave thenreturn again. I MEAN A RADICAL CRE tha them for ast ed h

ortcesy Br Faang SicknOss a life-long study I aa ma tee d ure theWorst cases. Because others have failed is o reason fo arrant my remedy to Cure theonce for a treatice and a Froc, Bottie of "0 Infaîlifor andowrcivna uePo)st-Office. It costn a FreBtl f My infailib nw eeima ue Send at
M.C e. B i tanch off you nothing for a trial and it will uey ive Express and
----- -Oce, 186 W E DELAIDE STREET, oim N ress-H. T, Oggy,

VANNEVAR & CO. Educati okselle
Keep always on hand the books for use in S C lle s onoBooks sent daily by mail or express Lo teachers and students in aIl parts o Cànada Forsatisfaction m every particular senti your orders direct toVANNEVAR & CO., Booksellers & Stationers, 44u Yonge St. (Op[. Carlton St.), Toronto, Ont.

gProident Lile & Lite Stock Asso.
4 LItEF OFFICE

3. S, Toron
Is the one that gives the best benefits to itsmembers and pays the agents well.It is to your interest to send for Prospectus,Claims Paid, etc.

Splendid opportunity for teachers to make moneyin unrepresented districts. Address,
- Managing Director.

WILLIAM JONES,

THE HIGH SCHOOL

Drawing :Course
Authorized by the Minister

of Education.

The Course is now complete:

No. --FREEHAND,
No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
No. 4-OBJECT DRAWING,

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
These books are ail uniform in size and style, and

constitute a complete uniform series. The same planis followed through them all-the Text, the Problems,and opposite the Problems, in each case, the Exercises
based upont them. The illustration is upon the samepage wiîh its own matter, and with the exercise, inevery case, is a sace for the student's vork. Each
copy, therefore, is a complete Text-book on its subject,
and a Drawing Book as well, the paper on which thebooks are printed being first-class drawing paper. Thestudent using these books, therefore, is not obliged
to purchase and take care of a drawi aiso.
Moreover, Nos. 1. 4 ansd 5 are the only býo0okn theirsubjects authorized by the Department. Therefore, ifthe student boys the foul selle,, lie will have a en,/o-mnd not a mixed series, Coveeing the w/lte srbjects o;le examinais, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Read-ing, one of the best authorities in these subjects in this

country and recently Master in the School ofrrde- kech book l5 in the direct line of the cu.rrricu-lum, and i., auîhorized'The examboations in lzigh School Drawing Will be
set from the authorized books.

PRICE, ONLY 15c. PER BOOK.

Grip Printlng & Publishing Co
PUBLISH ERS, TORONTO.

BARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,
45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto

"Public School
TepeafC9' Most Thorou-gh Tralnlng e

T em perance." 
ocBd n idThe attention of teachers is respectfully caliedto this new work, designed for use in the public

Schools. I is placei on the programme of
sludies under the new legulations, and isauthorized by the Minister. It will be used in Opens Oct. 9. Summer a Newport, 4,1P,three forms. The object of the book is to im>part to our youth information concernirg hieproperties and effects of alcohol, with a view

ee emwessn tht us ith the danger and the Ccneedlessness of its use. Cry 5 ecnS. OI"The author of the work is the celebrated Dr.Richardson, of England; and this book, thoughsomewhat less bulky, being printed in smallertype, contains the whole of the mater of therEnglish edition, sýightly rearranged as to some
of the chapters, to suit the requirements of ourpublic school work. It is, however, but hall INthe prce of the English edition.The subject is treated in a stricîly scientificmanner, the celebrated author, than whomthere is no better authority on this subject, For First, Second, and Third CIGsdusing the researches of a lifetime in sectingforth the facts of which the book discoursesAt the same time the style isrexceedingysimple
the lessons are short and accompanied by appro' 

nIg
priate questions, and the language is adapted yJAMESWHITE Public School Teaethe comprehension of aIl who may be requiretto use the book. Prîce 25 cents, aI ail book.

MostT orugeTasin

A GREAT

Scientific
s RevelatiO~

EADE-MAç% The microbes cr gerai
c use of ail disease can no

effectually de troyed and removed fron the system"
Miraculus cures of hopeless and pronoutnced incîr-

able diseases constantly being made; consumPtlî'
Scrofula, Catarrh. Syphilis, Rheumatl%
Bright's Disease, Eezema, Tumors, StoC
Troubles etc., robbed of their terrors.

This may seen pretty strong talk, but e#
every word we say. Call and exanne an office
the most marvellous testimonials. $1,000 reW'
for any not genuine. Agents wanted everywher#

The demand for this marvellous remedy has beCOlt
so great within three years, ilat ten laboratories so
been erected in the Unit<d States, one in FEngland,

1

one in Caiada.
We have over 3,00-3 agents of both sexes, who

our agencies very satisfactory.

Add ess or Call,

R Radam Microbe kiIIre[
CHAS. W. EMAN,

G/enoeral Mllanager,

120 King St. West, Toronto,
HeadquaPters for the DomlnoO'

SCH00L 0F
EXPRESSIOfi

The Grip Printing & Publislinlg Co.
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO.

HARVARD UNIVERS/T>Y
SUMMER SCHOOLS.

earvard Universiy offers instruction in the following
departmentas, Vi. Four courses in Chemistry, two in

xPriametal Physice, three m Geology, tso in Topo.
graphy; also conrse in Botany, French, German
mMeicneTrainidg and Medicine. Except the courses
i0 Medicine and ihe advanced courses in Geology, they
are open to both men and woen.

For information, address

SEc'Y OF HARVARD 
UNIVERsSTy,Cambridge, Mass.

DMONTON, • ONT.

This book is now ready for delivery. Itoi
nearly 700 Practical Problems in Arithmetic for
three lowest forms, and will supply the teacheri
questions at once interesting and useful. The prob
are properly graded for the separate classe"
answers are given in the appendix.

Board and Linen Covers-
PrIce, POst-paid Only 25 cto•

AD>DRgss:

Grip Printing &. pUbugig C

28 Front Street West, . Toronto.
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Osar de Bello Oulilco.
BOOKS I. AND IL.,

BY SAM'L WOODS,
LONDON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
C1URACY IN TEXT AND VOCABULARY.

COPIOUS REFERENCES TO THE AUTHORIZED

GRAMMAR AND TO BRADLEY'S ARNOLD.

Sentences for Translation into Latin inserted in the
Notes under, and based upon the words

in the Chapter.

GOOD MAP OF ANCIENT GALLIA.

VERY FULL NOTES ON DIFFICULT PASSAGES.

HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX.

Elm A¯Y- SZEEORTJYYL

ENGLISH CLASSICS
OFFERED AT SPECIAL RATES.

Regula0 leeti Price-tions from Byron and Addison. Being the Litera-ture prescribeci for 1889-90. With Introduction, Notes, etc.,
y J. E Wetherell, B.A., Strathroy, and F. H. Sykes, M.A.,

Toronto.....'' - · ·....... .... ... $0 50eridge's Ancient Mariner and Odes and Macau-
eys Essay on Warren Hastings. With Notes by

lCh . A. Chase, M.A., Head Master of Ridgetown High School. o 6o
Deserted Village and Task. Notes by McLeod

and Storr.....................-------------------------- 0 50o
h Deserted Village, Task and Addison's SirItOdger de Coverley. In one volume. Notes by J.
T ih ar, B.A., Head Master St. Thomas Collegiate Institute.. o 75

1 eserted Village, the Task, and Addison's SirnOdger de Coverley. In one volume. Notes by WalterMcLeod F.R.C.S., F.C.P.; Francis Storr, B.A., and C. 1.Ilvaney, M .A ................................. ....... o 6o
ion and Burke's Reflections. Notes by J. Millar,

N i -'A .......................... ...... 1................... 1 oo0
C 's Paradise Lost. Books I. and Il. With Notes by

. I ason, B.A., F.C.P>................................ 0 35
eller and Elegy. With Notes by C. Sankey, M.A.,

and F. Storr, B.A. (Interleaved) ...... .................. O 40
reîî.ler and Elegy. With Notes by Stevens and Morris.. o 40

Traveller, Elegy, and Burke's Reflections. Notes
y M illar .............................................. o 6o

ol on's Seasons and Southeys Life of Nelson.
Ici ith Notes by H. Strang, M.A. and T. C. L.Armstrong, M.A. o 750 yb hon's Seasons and Southeys Life of Nelson.

Without Notes......................................... 0 20

r Offered
at'

$o 25

O 30

o 25

O 40

0 3o

O 50

O 20

o 20

o 20

o 30

O 40

o 10

ANy OF THE ABOVE SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT
OF THE REDUCED PRICE.

Hughes' "Securi9g and Retaining Atte9tion."
By JAMES L. HUGHES, Inspector Schools, Toronto, Canada,

author of" Mistakes in Teaching."

Cloth, 116 pp. - - - Price, 50 Cents.
This valuable little book has already become widely known to American

teachers.

- TESTIMONIALS. -
S. P. Robbins, Pres. McGill Normal School, Montreal, Can., writes to Mr. Hughes -- " It is quiesuper fious for me to say that your little bioks are admirable. I was yesterday authori ed to put theAttention'on the list of books to be usýd in the Normal School next year. Crisp and attractive in style,and migh'y by reason of its gool sound common-sense, it is a book that evey teacîer should know."
Popular Educator (Boston):-" Mr. Hughes bas embodied the best thinking of his life in these pages."
Central Sehool Journal (la.).-" Though published four or five years since, this book has steadilyadvanced ln popularity."
Educational Courant (Ky.).-" It is intensely practical. There is'nt a mystical, muddy expression inthe bo>ok."
Educational Times (England).-" On an important subject, and admirably executed."
School Guardian (England).-" We unhesitatingly recommend it."
New England Journal of Education.-" The book is a guide and a manual of special value."
New York School Journal -" Every teacher w, uld derive benefit from reading this volume."
Chicago Educational Weekly.-" The teacher who aims at best success should study it."
Phil. Teacher.-" Many who have spent months in the school-room would be benefited by it."
Maryland School Journal.-" Always clear, never tedious."
Va. Ed. Journal.-' Excellent hints as to securing attention."
Ohio Educational Monthly.-" We advise readers to send for a copy."
Pacifie Home and School Journal.- 'An excellent little manual."
Prest. James H. Hoise, State Normal School, Cortland, N.v., says:-" The book must prove of g eatbenefit ro the p:-,ession."NomlSooorlnN.sys Tehomstprvoget
Supt A. W. Edson, Jersey City, N.J., says:-" A good treatise has long been needed, and Mr.

Hughes bas supplied the want."

List of Miscellaueous Books
WITH A FEW AT REDIJCED PRICES.

Walks in London. By Augustus J. C. Hare, author of " Walks
in Rome," etc. 2 vols. Fifth edition. )edicated to H.R.H. The 1)uke of
Connaught. A delightful account of rambles through London. These volumes
are just to hand by mail, slightly damaged on cover only by salt water.

Retail Price, $6.50. Offered at $2.50.
Children's Hosannas. 11r Tunes and Anthems compiled byJ. Burnham. A very choice and original collection of anniversary music.

90 cents, for 50 cents.
Song Evangel. Words and music. 1 12 sacred songs set to beau-

tiful tunes, admirably adapted for evangelistic and home use. Very few of the
pieces in " Song Evangel " can be found in any other publication. 50 cents,for 80 cents.

Anne Bowman's New Cookery Book. A complete manual
of English cookery on sound principles of taste and science. Colored illustra-
tions. 640 pages. Cloth, 35 cents.

The Young Ladies' Book of Amusement. Comprising
merry games, diversions, plays, conundrums, riddles, puzzles, charades, fore-
telling the future, tricks, anagrams, also poetry, humorous anecdotes, sparks of
wit, etc. 20 cents.

The Sabbath School Reciter. Comprising choice and inter-
esting moral and sacred pieces in prose and poetry adapted for Recitations at
Sabbath School anniversaries, etc. 20 cents.

English MisPule in Ireland. By Arthur J. Dadson. An
interesting study of the connection between England and Ireland for some
generations back. 20 cents.

Triumphant Democracy, or Fifty Years March of the Republic.
By Andrew Carnegie. 20 cents.

Kathrine Regina. By Walter Besant. 20 cents.
The Dusantes. By Frank Stockton. 20 cents.
The Scotch Reciter. Edited by Alf H. Miles. 20 cents.
The American Reciter. Edited by Alf. H. Miles. 20 cents.
The Shakespeare Reciter. Edited by AIf H. Miles. Post 4to,cloth. 20 cents.
The Young Folks Readings and Recitations. Com-

piled by Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker, Designed for public entertainments, thehome circle, and for use as a supplementary reader in primary and intermediate
schools. 20 cents.

W. J. GAGE & 00., 54 FRONT ST. WÀEST, TORONv TO.
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O.P.A., R.W. and O.R.R. 5 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

• SPECIAL RATES FOR TEACHERS e

North American Life Assurance Co'y
HEAD OFFICE, - Toronto, Ont.

HON. ALEX. MACKENZIE, M.P., President.
Ex-Prime Minister of Canada. r

JOHN L. BLAIKIE, HO1N. G. W. ALLAN,- Vice-Presidents.

<SSUES ALL APPROVED FORMS OF LIFE POLIC£3 AND iNNUITIES.

The Šemi-Tontine Plan combines in one policy the benefits of Life Insurance with thatof an investment.
The Commercial Plan furnishes insurance at a very low rate during the years when

protection is most needed.

The Company will be pleased to receive applications from teachers for agency
work during the summer vacation.

For agenc"es, territory, etc., apply to

WILLIAM McCABE, Managing DireotoP.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The mass accurate and bess series of waII maps pubiished. Drawn and engraved by the eminengeographer, J. BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strong Cloth, with RatIers, cleazly Coloredand Varnished.

REGULAR REGULARNO. SIZ S. PRiLis NO. SUZR. PElLE.r. Railway Map of Ontario, 43 by 33 inches $3 oo o. Africa • 67 by 52 inches $4 50s. Ontario, - 67 by 52 4 50 il. British Islands - 67 by 52 e 4 50

w u sec , - - 6 Austalia and qewZealand, 67 by 52 4 504. NwBrunsWik, - 67 by 52 " 4 50 x3. Paleasine, - -67 by 52 4 505. Nova Scotia and. Prince 14. The World in Hemispheres, 67 by 52 4 50Edward Island, - 67 by 52 " 4 50 15. The World on Mercator's6. North Amenca, - by 52 4 50 Projection, 67 by 52 4 507. South America, 67 by 52 4 50 i6 UJnited States, 81B by 52 6 ou8. Europe, - - 67 by 52 " 4 50 r7. The Dominion of Canada, 80 by 5 " 6 509. Asia, - 67 by 5  " 4 50

Te any Teacher or Board aof Trustees subscribing for THE eDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $1.5o,WC will send one or mare of the above mapa, each at $s.oo less than the Regular Price.
This l an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school at once with First-Class Mapsat whalesale rates.
In ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give your nearest express office. Address,

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

AGENTS WANTED
In Every Township In the

Dominion.

-B - i "'

Dominion Publishing House
ROOM A,

120 Yonge Street, Toronto.

THE ALLIANCE

Bond ond Investment
Company of Ontaro (L't'd.)

CAPITAL. - - $ti,000,000
Incorporated February 27, 1890.

GINERAL OFFICES:

27 and 29 Wem agoe ft. Eait,

This Company through co-operation of in-
vestors and combining smaîl sums of money
produces sure and favorable returns.

Teachers having money to invt st-in small
or large amounts-can have their Invest-
ments guaranteed and obtain the most
favorable returns. Every Investment
guaranteed.Teachers can use their unemployed time-.
their vacation perios-jc a most profitablemanner by taking an agency for thse Company.

Correspondence solicied. Address General
Offices, as ahove.
WM. STONE, G. F. POTTER

Presiden. MapggDirects
7 .WM. SPARLING,

supntenadent

NEW AND GHEAP

Little Rooke4
REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue aBooks and School Supplies recently issued
with the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. In it
be found a large list of books for assistad
or recreation especially valuable to the teacbers
We select the following from the list:-

* :EBOOKM *
For Clubbing with "Educational Journal"

To Subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOUR1»
we will give4à&-following special list of bookl
at the low prices named

Little People's Speaker, too pages, attract
ively bound, well filled with motion songs, concert,
holiday, temperance and patriotic pieces, suited 'f
every occasion in which the littie folks are called upu

0

to take part. Paper, i5c.
Little People's Dialogues, 120 pages, h

some cover. This book is specially prepared for c
reis recitations, by Clara J. Denton. It is adapt.ta the most varied kinds of entertainments and exh
tions. Paper, 25C.

Rumorons Dialogues and Drama,. haWsome cover, conains a great variety of specially Pe
pared selections, humorous, without being coa1
Pape,, 25c.

Sunday Sohool and Churoh EntmrtaW
menta, handsome cover, contains dialogues, tabl -recitations, concert pieces, motion songs, anddramas, illustrating Biblical truths. Paper, 25c. ,

March's Speeches and Dialogues for WTots, comprising a variety of short speeches
dialogues, suitable to children fron three to tenold. Paper, 25C.

Tableaux, Charades and Pantomins. 1fist-class callection for various entertainments. Papd'
25c.Jokes. A collection of the brightest, funniest amost catching jokes of the day. 150 pages; attracti$cover. Paper, 25c.

. Popular Synonym. Twenty-five thousW
wrd il ordnary use; accurate, elegant, chesW

Flexible cloth caver, ssc.

Woratp '~,~Jrm A work vsluaUMto ai who deire y ge Cloth e 5c.

The following special list wilt bd

Iounct attractive:
Wllord'a Original Dialon u sa apSpeeches for VOussg 1Polka.- Bemng by fat, tO

ms complete of its kind ever issued. This work ogr

plies shas palpable need, which has sa long W
evdent in bookS of this cl dhias, tsa of D i pSpseeclsrs adapted to tise natures of chlr' h£;1contsins t9 original Dialogues and eý3 S.ech' 5espcially adapted for chidren between the agesand 12 years. 160 pages. Paper cover, price 25c.

no'itte* ook Of Mook Triaba.-An entiWdovel ide- he trials are very amusing take.offs.
actua scenes in court and daily life c ning
teen eaux ulete trials-adapted ta pefraceWamateurs or professinas. aper cover, pric s 25e.

Rowton's Complet. Debater.--Containine complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and-%

questions for Deba'e. Te most Perfect work of id
lcind published, and esPecially adapted to Listldand Debating Societies. Noapersoa nsuldb.wiîhW
t his Sret literary wark. We are sure ths, tIssepurchase copies Wilt declare it well Warth tan times ty
aiunc spents. Cntaining ovtr 20o pages. Board*
price sa ets.Beale's Caliatheni a Light a atzi
for Young Wrolka.-zs illustrations fromaLife bVPhosagraphic Process. Containing Broua andrJDrilîs, Marches, Fencing Club, i-and and Dumb O

xercises, Swimming and Music for marchings the most complete work published on the sub
i6a pages. Boards, 75 Cts.

E3urd«t'u Dutoh Diaieot iReoitationa »Wb£ea.ding..-This collection of amusing and laul,able recitasians embrace al the oewest and ns
succeassul pieces, original and selected, witb wi,the celebrated rader, James S. Burdett, invada

brings down the house." Containing 94 originalselected geais of Humorous Germian dialectpiece&prose and poetry. r6mo, t6a pages. Price, p
as ts. D
Brudder Garduera Stump Specho

Comte LeOtmrOa..Contaning thse beat bits of toleading Negro delineators of the present day ciV
irising the most amusing and side-splitting contrstO

don f oratrical effusi ns which have ever been '
duced ta the public. The neweas and best bcaR

egro comicalties published. i6ô pages. Boundinummated paper covers. Price 25 ets.

sonst pea*-paid on rece4pt o1 prqe.
Address

6RIP RININt and PeLISHIN o
26 & 28 Front St. West Toronto.


